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American Libraries Online

Supporting print, digital, and
mobile
Marshall Breeding writes: “The exhibit hall at
the ALA Annual Conference in Las Vegas
provided both a respite from the weather and a
chance to learn about the latest developments
in library technology. As the world’s largest
exhibition of library products, the ALA Annual
Conference continues to be a unique
opportunity to assess current technologies from an almost
comprehensive representation of library vendors. The diverse array of
products reflects the reality of managing collections that comprise all
media and formats.”...
American Libraries feature

Go back to the Top

ALA News

Twitter chat with ALA President Courtney Young
If you missed the Twitter chat with ALA President Courtney Young on
July 30, you can read through the archive. We will definitely do this
again....
ALAstories, July 30

GPO asks for ALA feedback
The Government Printing Office is moving forward with possible

 

2014 Annual
Conference and
Exhibition, Las Vegas,
June 26–July 1. Look back
at the 2014 ALA Annual
Conference, enjoyed by
18,626 attendees and
exhibitors. Enjoy
American Libraries
coverage. Get the
Cognotes highlights.
Looking for handouts?
See you in 2015! Bundle
registration opens on
September 9.
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changes to the Federal Depository Library Program and has asked for
feedback from ALA. This is the information that the Washington Office
received from Mary Alice Baish, Superintendent of Documents. If you
would like to comment, contact Jessica McGilvray at the Office of
Government Relations....
District Dispatch, Aug. 1

LIS students gain digitization
experience
Emilie Aplin writes: “In the spring of 2014,
the University of Southern Mississippi in
Hattiesburg created Digi Day for students to
be provided with a hands-on digitization
experience and an opportunity for service
hours. Digi Day ran on June 21, with a
session in the morning and another in the
afternoon; a total of 10 SLIS students participated in the event. Let
me share with you how we created this successful event so you can
recreate it on your campus.”...
ALA Student Member Blog, Aug. 5

Top 10 new member resources
New Member Round Table President Megan Hodge has set this year’s
theme as “Being Influential at All Stages of Your Career,” a perfect
theme for a round table that encourages leadership, professional
development, and connecting with others in the field. Whether you’re
new to NMRT or a long-time member, it can be helpful to be
reminded just how much being a member can help you influence the
library field positively and move toward your goals. Here are the top
10 resources for new NMRT members....
NMRT Notes, Aug. 4

Guide to reference in business and
economics
The ALA Guide to Reference is used internationally as
the source of first resort for identifying information
and training reference professionals. Focusing on key
print and electronic sources, Guide to Reference in
Business and Economics, edited by Steven W.
Sowards and Elisabeth Leonard, is a must-have for
every reference desk. In this guide readers will find
sources of information on such topics as business
law, e-commerce, and market research....
ALA Digital Reference, Aug. 5

Libraries 
on Film

Society’s Child
(2002, Canada, made
for TV). Doreen
Brownstone plays a
school librarian.

The Socratic Method
(2001). Amber Elise
Cox plays a law
librarian.

mailto:jmcgilvray@ala.org
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Featured review: Fantasy for youth

Wolitzer, Meg. Belzhar. Sept. 2014. 352p.
Grades 9–12. Dutton, hardcover (978-0-525-
42305-8).
When Jam suffers a terrible trauma and feels
isolated by grief, her parents send her to the
Wooden Barn, a boarding school for “highly
intelligent, emotionally fragile” teens. Once
there she is enrolled in a class with only five
specially selected students where they exclusively read Sylvia
Plath. Sound angsty? Of course it is (check out the Joy
Division T-shirt on the cover), but beneath the depressive
trappings is a moving story of emotional growth in the face of
catastrophic loss. All of Jam’s classmates are similarly grief-
stricken, and Plath’s work, as well as magical journals that
transport each student into the blissful moment before his or
her loss occurred, help them move on and appreciate their
resilience....

What is new adult
fiction?
Gillian Engberg and Donna
Seaman write: “New adult isn’t a new phenomenon. After all,
human beings have always progressed from adolescence to
adulthood. What’s new is that we’re seeing a surge of interest
in promoting books to readers between the ages of 18 to 24,
and the term ‘new adult’ (NA) has emerged as the buzzword
to define these titles. There are many similarities between
today’s NA fiction titles and the novels that were marketed as
chick lit at the turn of this century. So what exactly are we
talking about when we discuss today’s NA books?”...

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....

Go back to the Top

Division News

ACRL 2015 keynote speakers
ACRL has announced its celebrated lineup of keynote
speakers for the ACRL 2015 Conference, “Creating
Sustainable Community,” to be held March 25–28,
2015, in Portland, Oregon. Be challenged and
entertained by these three distinguished speakers—G.
Willow Wilson (right), Jad Adumbrad, and Lawrence
Lessig—who also double as comic writers, journalists,
radio hosts, producers, and political activists....
ACRL, Aug. 5

Solaris [Solyaris]
(1972, Soviet Union).
Hari (Natalya
Bondarchuk) and Kris
Kelvin (Donatas
Banionis) sit in the
space station library as
its artificial gravity is
deactivated. They
begin to rise from
their chairs as a glass,
a candlestick, and a
book float around
them.

Solitary Man (2009).
Michael Douglas, as
car dealership
magnate Ben Kalmen,
was a major donor to
his alma mater, an
East Coast college,
and the library is
named after him.

This AL Direct feature
describes hundreds of films
(and some TV shows) in
which libraries and librarians
are featured, from 1912 to
the present. The full list is a
Web Extra associated with
The Whole Library
Handbook 5, edited by
George M. Eberhart and
published by ALA Editions.
You can browse the films on
our Libraries on Film
Pinterest board.

Career Leads
from
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2014 LITA Forum
Join LITA in Albuquerque, New Mexico, November 5–8 at the Hotel
Albuquerque for the 2014 LITA Forum, an educational event that
includes preconferences, general sessions, and more than 30
concurrent sessions. Registration is limited in order to preserve the
important networking advantages of a smaller conference....
LITA Blog, Aug. 6

Registration open for fall ALSC courses
ALSC encourages participants to sign up for the fall
2014 ALSC online courses. Registration is open for all
courses. Classes begin September 8. Registrants will
find that ALSC has increased the number of courses
offering certified education units (CEUs). ALSC online
courses are designed to fit the needs of working
professionals. Courses are taught by experienced
librarians and academics....
ALSC, Aug. 1

Young children, new media, and libraries
Dan Bostrom writes: “In order to examine how libraries incorporate
different kinds of new media devices into their branches and
programming, we ask for your participation in the Young Children,
New Media, and Libraries Survey by August 18. This survey will help
us better understand the scope, challenges, and next steps for
libraries regarding new media use.”...
ALSC Blog, Aug. 4

Go back to the Top

Awards & Grants

Librarian swims to raise
Spectrum funds
Miriam Tuliao, assistant director of selection
at BookOps, announced that she will
participate in the Annual Lake Erie Open
Water Classic to raise funds for the Spectrum
Scholarship Program. The one-mile event will
take place in Cleveland on August 10. Tuliao is a United States
masters swimmer who has participated in several long-distance open
water events. Tuliao is continuing her annual tradition of raising funds
for the Spectrum Scholarship Program while honoring two dynamic
librarians, George and Deborah Trepp....
Office for Diversity, Aug. 5

2014 Shakespeare’s Globe Award
York University scholar David B. Goldstein is the joint
winner of the biennial Shakespeare’s Globe Book
Award for Eating and Ethics in Shakespeare’s England,
published by Cambridge University Press. Goldstein
shares the £3,000 ($5,064 US) prize with University of
London’s Gillian Woods for her book on the Bard’s
personal faith, Shakespeare’s Unreformed Fictions
(Oxford University Press). The award honors first
books that have “made an important contribution to
the understanding of Shakespeare, his theatre, or his
contemporaries.”...
Quill & Quire, Aug. 5

Curator of Rare
Books and
Manuscripts,
University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign.
This is a 100%, twelve-
month, three-year
visiting position.
Position may become
permanent at a later
date. Oversee and
manage a large and
diverse collection of
rare materials.
Responsibilities include
reader services and
access for special
collections, instruction
using primary sources,
exhibition research,
collection development
and processing, and
public outreach....

@ More jobs...

Digital Library
of the Week

Images from the
History of Medicine
provides access to
over 70,000 images in
the collections of the
History of Medicine
Division of the US
National Library of
Medicine. The
collection includes
portraits, photographs,
caricatures, genre
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Libraries in the News

Six ousted trustees sue Borough of Queens
Six people who were removed from the Queens (N.Y.) Library’s board
of trustees have filed suit in federal court against Borough President
Melinda Katz and New York State Attorney General Eric Schneiderman
in an effort to be reinstated. Jacqueline Arrington, Joseph Ficalora,
William Jefferson, Grace Lawrence, Terri Mangino, and George
Stamatiades were removed by Katz on July 23. All are supporters of
embattled Queens Library CEO Tom Galante. Katz, after rejecting an
appeal for reinstatement by the trustees, on August 5 urged the court
to dismiss the lawsuit....
Queens (N.Y.) Chronicle, Aug. 1; Queens Courier, Aug. 5; New York Daily News, Aug. 5

Palestinian author to speak at Evanston
Public Library
After a flurry of criticism through social media,
Evanston (Ill.) Public Library officials have reversed
their decision to postpone a talk by Palestinian-
American author Ali Abunimah. Abunimah will read
and discuss his book, The Battle for Justice in
Palestine, at the library on August 11. Director Karen
Danczak Lyons noted on the library’s website that
“The statement that the Evanston Public Library
banned or censored the work of author Ali Abunimah is false.”...
Evanston (Ill.) Review, Aug. 5; Evanston Public Library

DCPL teams up with Museum of
Science Fiction
The Museum of Science Fiction and the
District of Columbia Public Library on July
31 announced a partnership to enhance
science fiction literacy and project-based
learning within the community. The
organizations will collaborate on events and
initiatives that highlight science fiction’s role in inspiring generations of
scientists, artists, and dreamers. They plan to co-host a fall film
festival in the library to highlight science fiction across multiple media.
The library has also begun organizing a D.C. Punk Archive (see image
above) that documents the history and culture of D.C. punk music
since 1976....
Slice of SciFi, July 31; Bandwidth, July 31

Independent publishers gather
at Providence library
Jack Hayden, 28, came all the way from
Portland, Oregon. Sophie Yanaw, 27, came
all the way from Montreal. For both, the
Rhode Island Independent Publishing Expo held August 2–3 at the

scenes, posters, and
graphic art illustrating
the social and
historical aspects of
medicine dating from
the 15th to the 21st
centuries. The
database assists users
in finding and viewing
visual material for
private study,
scholarship, and
research.

Do you know of a digital
library collection that we can
mention in this AL Direct
feature? Tell us about it.
Browse previous Digital
Libraries of the Week at the I
Love Libraries site, Check out
our Featured Digital
Libraries Pinterest board.

Noted and
Quoted

“At one elementary
school, teachers said
the library on their
campus had become
an urban legend of
sorts, with talk that
students used to be
able to go there back
in the day. One
teacher there (I
agreed not to name
the school) said she
would volunteer to
check out books to
students before or
after school, if only
her principal would
provide the
necessary training.”

—Ericka Mellon, on the lack of
librarians in the Houston
Independent School District,
Houston (Tex.) Chronicle,
Aug. 4.

@ More quotes...

Calendar

Future ALA
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Providence Public Library was a chance to see friends and show and
sell their work. Taking up a large portion of the library’s second floor,
the expo featured more than 60 artists and cartoonists, most of
whom have self-published, and most of whom pursue their work as a
labor of love....
Providence (R.I.) Journal, Aug. 2

Pennsylvania seed libraries could
be in violation of state law
The Cumberland County (Pa.) Library System
in April launched a pilot seed library at
Mechanicsburg’s Joseph T. Simpson Public
Library. The library system received a letter
from the state Department of Agriculture
saying it was in violation of the Seed Act of
2004 and that the seed library would have to close unless its staff
tested each seed packet for germination and other information. The
department said it was concerned about invasive species and agri-
terrorism....
Carlisle (Pa.) Sentinel, July 31

Lincoln’s handwriting confirmed
in Illinois library book
For years, librarians at the Vespasian
Warner Public Library in Clinton, Illinois,
gossiped that a tattered book justifying
racism housed in its collection may have been in the hands of none
other than Abraham Lincoln. On August 5, state historians verified
that Lincoln’s handwriting had been found inside the cover of Types of
Mankind, published in 1854, at the same time taking great pains to
reassure the public that Lincoln did not subscribe to its theories, but
likely read the book to better educate himself about his opponents’
line of thinking....
Associated Press, Aug. 5; Bloomington (Ill.) Pantagraph, Aug. 5

Photos prompt review of library exhibit policy
The board of Crandall Public Library in Glens Falls, New York, will
review the library’s policy for displaying artwork after receiving three
complaints about nude photos displayed in a recent exhibit. The North
Country Arts Center juried photography show, which opened July 7 in
the library’s Friends Gallery, included two photographs by Matthew
Farenell of nude women. Board president Michael Toomey said the
photos were displayed high enough that a child would not see
them....
Glens Falls (N.Y.) Post-Star, July 31

NYPL opens temporary outdoor
reading room
The New York Public Library is offering an
open-air reading room August 5–15, daily
from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on the plaza of the
Stephen A. Schwarzman Building on Fifth
Avenue and 42nd Street. It’s no substitute for
the currently closed Rose Reading Room, but
who can complain about an open-air extension of the iconic building?
There is free Wi-Fi and a selection of books specially recommended
by the librarians....
Gothamist, June 17, Aug. 5

Portland looks to library to store digital records

conferences: 

Midwinter Meeting,
Chicago: January 30–
February 3, 2015.

Annual Conference,
San Francisco: June
25–30, 2015.

Midwinter Meeting,
Boston: January 8–12,
2016.

Annual Conference,
Orlando, Fla.: June
23–28, 2016.

Midwinter Meeting,
Atlanta: January 20–
24, 2017.

Annual Conference,
Chicago: June 22–27,
2017.

Midwinter Meeting,
Denver: February 9–
13, 2018.

Annual Conference,
New Orleans: June
21–26, 2018.

Midwinter Meeting,
Seattle: January 25–
29, 2019.

Annual Conference,
Washington, D.C.:
June 20–25, 2019.

Midwinter Meeting,
Philadelphia: January
17–21, 2020.

Annual Conference,
Chicago: June 25–28,
2020.

Midwinter Meeting,
Indianapolis: January
22–26, 2021.

Annual Conference,
San Francisco: June
24–29, 2021.

@ More...
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The Portland (Maine) City Council on August 4 laid the groundwork
for a deal in which the Portland Public Library would store and digitize
city records. The collaboration is being touted by city officials as a
way to better preserve and allow public access to historic city
documents and videos locked in a vault with strictly limited access.
City Manager Mark Rees and library officials will develop the details of
an implementation plan....
Bangor (Maine) Daily News, Aug. 4

Court upholds dismissal of Arkansas librarian
A county court has upheld the library board’s decision to terminate
Anita Paulson, director of the Marion County Library in Yellville,
Arkansas. Although Paulson was reprimanded for professional conduct
at an April 17 board meeting, trustee Mike Scrima said the dismissal
was the result of Paulson throwing copies of FOIA pamphlets at board
members during the meeting. Paulson contests that claim and has
sued the board to reinstate her as director....
Baxter (Ark.) Bulletin, July 31; Harrison (Ark.) Daily Times, July 17

Lenny Bruce papers go to Brandeis
Brandeis University in Waltham, Massachusetts, has
acquired the personal papers of Lenny Bruce (1925–
1966, right), a comedian and free-speech advocate
known for his biting, often obscenity-laced satirical
commentary on American society. The collection,
held by Bruce’s daughter, Kitty Bruce, includes
photographs, manuscripts, news clippings, and audiovisual recordings.
A generous gift from the Hugh M. Hefner Foundation made the
acquisition possible....
Brandeis Now, July 29
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Issues

Senate introduces revised USA
Freedom Act
On July 29, Senate Judiciary Committee Chairman
Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.) introduced a revised version
of the USA Freedom Act, S. 2685 (PDF file), that
would reform the intelligence community’s domestic
surveillance efforts. It represents such a significant
improvement over the House’s May bill and current
law, however, that more than 40 civil liberties and
business trade groups, ALA among them, endorsed
the bill in a July 31 joint letter (PDF file). The bill was introduced the
same day as a report (right) by the New America Foundation that
indicates National Security Agency spying has hurt US businesses,
foreign policy, and internet security.... 
District Dispatch, July 31; TechDirt, July 29; New America Foundation, July 29; The Hill,
July 29

Wikipedia details government data requests
Wikipedia released its first-ever transparency report on August 6,
outlining the number of requests the wiki had received for its users’
data. Wikipedia has received 56 requests from public and private
institutions over the last two and a half years. The Wikimedia
Foundation also reported that of 304 general content removal
requests it received, none were granted....
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New York Times: Bits, Aug. 6; Wikimedia Blog, Aug. 6

What’s in the new E-rate order?
Maximizing the benefit of each dollar spent on telecommunications
services for schools and libraries and minimizing the contribution
burden on consumers and businesses is a major goal adopted by the
FCC in its July E-rate order. The commission hopes to drive down
costs for services and equipment needed to deliver high-speed
broadband connectivity to and within schools and libraries. The FCC
changed the rules to increase pricing transparency, encourage
consortium purchasing, and amend its lowest corresponding price
rule....
Benton Foundation, July 29

The Department of Energy’s new open access plan
On August 4, the US Department of Energy released its plan to
implement a White House directive aimed at opening up more
federally funded research to the public. But some access advocates,
such as Heather Joseph, executive director of the Scholarly Publishing
and Academic Resources Coalition, say the policy “falls short in some
key areas.” Among Joseph’s complaints is a lack of clarity around
reuse rights....
Washington Post: The Switch, Aug. 4; Department of Energy, Aug. 4; Scholarly Publishing
and Academic Resources Coalition, Aug. 4

Consumers will decide what the future looks like 
Margaret Kavaras writes: “In late July, the Information Technology
and Innovation Foundation hosted a panel discussion on IT and
disruptive innovation featuring the authors of Code Halos: How the
Digital Lives of People, Things, and Organizations are Changing the
Rules of Business. The discussion focused on the way in which
consumers leave a code trail, or ‘halo’ in virtually everything they do,
from personal finance to fitness pursuits to enjoying music.”...
District Dispatch, Aug. 5; Information Technology and Innovation Foundation, July 31

Planning for musical obsolescence
Kevin Smith writes: “Gustavo Dudamel is one of the most celebrated
conductors of his generation. As music director of both the Los
Angeles Philharmonic and the Simón Bolívar Orchestra of Venezuela,
he has built a solid and enthusiastic following among lovers of
symphonic music. He is also, according to his website bio, deeply
committed to ‘access to music for all.’ So it is particularly poignant
that a recording by Dudamel should serve as the prime example of a
new access problem for music.”...
Scholarly Communications @ Duke, July 28

Go back to the Top

Tech Talk

12 websites that can replace your
desktop software
Brad Chacos writes: “Between the rise of
broadband and robust web technologies like
HTML5, modern browsers are capable of amazing
things. Shifting your workload to the cloud is a
very real possibility for many people. Whether
you’re rocking a Chromebook, looking for handy
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occasional-use tools, or want to ditch the hassles
associated with standalone software entirely,
these websites can replace your traditional desktop applications.”...
PC World, July 31

How to share files between mobile
phones and computers
Amit Agarwal writes: “Your digital photos,
documents, music, and other files are spread
across a range of devices from your mobile phones
to tablets and computers. How do you transfer a file from your
Android mobile phone to your iPad? How will you send a snippet of
text copied on your Windows computer to your iPhone without
emailing yourself? What is the quickest way to move multiple files
from one Android tablet to another? Here are some answers.”...
Digital Inspiration, Aug. 1

10 malware removal apps tested
Patrick Allan writes: “A recent test done by
the independent antivirus research group
AV-TEST took a look at the performance of today’s most popular
malware removal applications. Most of the applications showed
excellent performance, but only Malwarebytes—a free download—
managed a perfect score. The good news is that, overall, each
application was very effective at providing cleanup and repair to
Windows machines.”...
Lifehacker, July 31

How to buy a scanner
M. David Stone and Tony Hoffman write:
“Finding the right scanner can be a challenge.
Most can scan just about anything, but they
come in a variety of types and sizes that are
fine-tuned for different purposes. Here are the
key questions to ask to help make sure you
pick the right scanner for your needs.” And these are the 10 best,
according to PC Magazine. The pricy model shown above is
recommended for high-volume departmental scanning....
PC Magazine, July 29–30

Websites that teach you how to code
David Nield writes: “If you’ve always had a desire to build your own
apps or create your own websites, then you can begin your coding
education with nothing more than a browser, an internet connection,
and some spare time. Here we’ve picked out six of the best resources
currently available online.”...
Gizmodo: Field Guide, Aug. 6

50 years of BASIC
Peggy A. Kidwell writes: “Fifty years ago,
mathematicians John Kemeny and Thomas Kurtz of
Dartmouth College in New Hampshire introduced
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BASIC, a new language for programming computers.
The name stands for Beginner’s All-purpose
Symbolic Instruction Code. At the time, computers
were large, expensive machines, usually operated
by trained professionals. Dartmouth College had two
from General Electric, along with 30-odd terminals.
In 1964, staff prepared the new language especially for use by
novices.”...
O Say Can You See?, Aug. 5

Go back to the Top

E-Content

All the Big Five now offer ebooks to libraries
Rob Maier writes: “Macmillan announced on July 29 that it is adding
its frontlist titles to its backlist pilot for public libraries. Pricing will
vary based on when a title was published. With this announcement,
all of the Big Five publishers now offer their full ebook catalogs to
public libraries. The good news is the opportunity to license ebooks
from the major publishers; the bad news continues to be price, loan
limits, and consortium access.”...
AL: E-Content, Aug. 4

OverDrive replaces school library books
in California
Lauren Barack writes: “Jay Greenlinger (right),
director of instructional technology at the Pleasant
Valley School District in Camarillo, California, knew
there was little he could do to restore the school
librarian positions that had been cut from his district.
So he tackled what he knew best—ebooks, devices,
online subscriptions, and technology—to support students’ access to
materials for their learning.”...
The Digital Shift, Aug. 5

Amazon’s ebook numbers
Carolyn Kellogg writes: “Certainly publishers would like to sell many
more ebooks than they do now, and Amazon provides an example
that sounds very tempting: ‘If customers would buy 100,000 copies of
a particular ebook at $14.99, then customers would buy 174,000
copies of that same ebook at $9.99.’ Hmm. Doesn’t this depend on
the book? Amazon’s statement is poorly phrased. It’s making a
generalization about ebook prices, not claims about how a specific
work of art will sell.”...
Los Angeles Times: Jacket Copy, Aug. 4

Seattle Public Library
encourages ebook authors
Frank Catalano writes: “As part of its
ongoing Seattle Writes initiative, the
Seattle Public Library has partnered with self-publishing and
distribution platform Smashwords to encourage local writers to
package their writing for an audience. The eyeball icing on the finger-
typing cake? A contest, open until midnight on October 15, in which
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up to three entrants who publish via Smashwords will have their
ebooks included for circulation in the SPL ebook collection.”...
GeekWire, Aug. 3

DCL ebook report for August
James LaRue writes: “As my colleagues at Douglas County (Colo.)
Libraries have called to my attention, the DCL report has thus far
mostly illuminated the difference between what libraries and
consumers pay for ebooks. Alas, as this report (PDF file) again makes
clear, that staggering inequity continues. But now let’s look at what’s
happening with print.”...
AL: E-Content, Aug. 5

IFLA report on worldwide ebook lending
The publishing industry has firmly embraced making the vast majority
of their titles to libraries in the United States. The Big Five have
either initiated a major pilot project or have committed themselves to
a broad rollout. With all of the news primarily focused on the US,
what does the landscape look like for the rest of the world? A new
research report (PDF file) by the International Federation of Library
Associations and Institutions seeks to address some of these
queries....
Good E-Reader, Aug. 1

New Kindle helps readers
show off (satire) 
Amazon says the Kindle Flare’s
repetitive shouting will appeal to fans
of print, who miss the ability to display
a book’s cover to strangers. The
improved device has the ability to loudly and repeatedly announce
the title of the ebook you are reading so everyone knows how smart
you are....
The Onion, July 29

Go back to the Top

Books & Reading

Vintage book reviews by NYPL
librarians
Mark Strauss writes: “Amid the many
hidden treasures in the New York Public
Library is a huge collection of hand-typed
reviews of children’s books. Librarians
wrote the reviews to assess the quality
of the book collection—and, since they
were exclusively for internal use, their opinions were brutally candid.
As Quartz reports, Morgan Holzer at the New York Public Library has
begun sharing these reviews on Instagram (@NYPL). Here are some
of the best offerings.”...
io9, Aug. 1; Quartz, Aug. 1

Librarian poets
Sommer Browning (right) writes: “The notion
that the world of the librarian is constrictive,
that the librarian is interchangeable with the
library itself, that she is static, pedantic, is
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dying. But for some time now, a librarian must
be a researcher, a social worker, a teacher, a
computer programmer, a mentor—an ear, a
brain, a shoulder, a heart—all of these things, sometimes in the span
of a day. In this issue written by poets who have worked or currently
work as librarians, this is all reflected. I hope you enjoy it.”...
The Volta: Evening Will Come: A Monthly Journal of Poetics, no. 44 (Aug.)

Reading Harry Potter helps
reduce prejudice
Tom Jacobs writes: “Sure, Harry Potter
destroyed the evil Lord Voldemort. But, aside
from making lots of money for book
publishers, film studios, and theme-park
conglomerates, what has the wizard done for
us lately? In fact, he has been helping to
reduce prejudice. That’s the conclusion of an article published in the
Journal of Applied Social Psychology. It finds that, for young people,
reading J. K. Rowling’s book series—and, crucially, identifying with the
lead character—can reduce bias toward stigmatized minority
groups.”...
Pacific Standard, July 29; Journal of Applied Social Psychology, July 23

Architecture books for children
Jennette Neville writes: “They say children are
made readers on the laps of their parents. I
couldn’t agree more, but what else can a child
become between the covers of a book? A chef,
an astronaut, an architect? Yes, yes, and yes.
Here are 15 architecture books recommended
for young readers.”...
Archinect, Aug. 5

Readalikes for fall TV premieres, part 1
Hannah Gómez writes: “One of my favorite things
about the end of summer is looking forward to fall
television premieres. Nearly as much fun is guessing
which ones won’t make it past a couple of episodes.
But ultimately, there are always a few new shows that
you really want to root for and that stand a good
chance of making it. I looked at some of those and
came up with a list of readalikes so that new fans can
have an arsenal of stories to discover.”...
YALSA The Hub, July 31

Essential Armenian literature
Aram Mrjoian writes: “So if my name wasn’t a dead
giveaway, I’m Armenian. Well, half Armenian anyway.
I’m also proudly half Polish. However, I think my
name has always steered me towards the Armenian
side of my heritage, at least in regard to reading
material. There’s a wealth of brilliant Armenian
writers, and many of them are easily identifiable by
the tongue-twisting surnames that end in I-A-N.”...
Book Riot, Aug. 2
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Does “novel” now mean any
book?
Ben Yagoda writes: “I teach mostly writing
and journalism workshops, but every once in a while, in class
discussions or writing assignments, students will have reason to refer
to particular nonfiction books as ‘novels.’ I never gave this much
thought till I had a conversation a few months ago with my colleague
Kristen Poole, who teaches Renaissance literature. She told me that
her students very frequently write things like ‘Shakespeare’s novel
Hamlet.’ I speculate that the trend has been accelerated by the arrival
and success of the ‘graphic novel.’”...
Slate, Aug. 4

Libraries in fiction quiz
Alison Flood writes: “This week is the 50th anniversary of
the UK Public Libraries Act, establishing a statutory
obligation to provide this service, as beloved in fiction as
it is in real life. In its honor, check out this quiz.”
Question 3: Which fictional library contains “every book
that’s ever been dreamed. Every book that’s ever been
imagined. Every book that’s ever been lost”?...
The Guardian (UK), July 31
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Tips & Ideas

How to make a makerspace
Molly Rubenstein writes: “So you’re going
to rally your local makers into a
collaborative, community-based workplace.
You’ll need a location. You’ll need tools,
which can be borrowed from members,
donated by sponsors, or purchased. You’ll
need a business plan. After that, it’s all in the details. Here are six
tips that you may not be thinking about yet, but should be.”...
Make, Aug. 4

Low turnout? Bring the program
to them
Erin Shea writes: “Last year, the Darien
(Conn.) Library staff began to notice a change
in the drop-in book discussions hosted at the
library. We weren’t sure why we were having
this drop in attendance. We decided to
completely scrap our drop-in book discussion series and try a few
other types of discussions. One of these is ‘Read, Ride, Imbibe.’ One
spring evening, I brought 20 14-day copies of Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean
In to the train station and met commuters as they arrived in Darien
from New York City.” The Locust Valley (N.Y.) Library also set up a
books-for-commuters program recently....
Programming Librarian, July 30; Long Island (N.Y.) Newsday, July 30

On going prizeless
Abby Johnson writes: “My fellow librarians, we (finally) ditched the
cheap plastic Summer Reading Club prizes this year and we are never
going back. Is your Summer Reading Club creating lifelong readers by
encouraging intrinsic motivation for reading? Or are kids reading just
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enough to earn that toy or grand prize and then stopping? Many
libraries have come up with different ways to address this issue, ditch
cheap prizes, and create a program that staff and patrons feel great
about.”...
ALSC Blog, Aug. 6

Check out a robot from Peters
Township Library
Fourth-grader Michael Hsieh is flexing his
mental muscles courtesy of the Finch robot
that he checked out from the Peters Township
Public Library in McMurray, Pennsylvania. The
gadgets, developed with technology from
Carnegie Mellon University’s Community Robotics, Education, and
Technology Empowerment Lab, are designed to support computer
science education by allowing students to use any of a dozen
programming languages to develop interactive programs with the
robot....
Pittsburgh (Pa.) Tribune-Review, July 30

Free webinars in August
Ahniwa Ferrari writes: “It can be a challenge to remain up-to-date in
our ever-changing, always-demanding library positions. It’s a good
thing, then, that library staff tend to be lifelong learners, and just as
good that there are more free training opportunities available out
there than ever before. This list, provided by Jamie Markus at the
Wyoming State Library, comes out every month and is regularly
updated on the WebJunction Free Training page.”...
WebJunction, July 30

Four note-taking apps
Jordan Crook writes: “New data from CampusBooks
finds that 91% of college students prefer to take
notes by hand. Almost all of them have laptops,
and 90% own smartphones. They spend more than
a full day each week using these devices, yet these
digital beasts prefer to take notes by hand. So
we’ve compiled four products that will help
students take notes in whatever way is best for them.”...
TechCrunch, Aug. 1

How to ace the database presentation
Rebekah Kati writes: “Typically, when candidates are invited to the
second round of interviews for an academic library position, they are
asked to give a presentation. For reference and instruction positions,
this presentation is often a demonstration of a database to
undergraduate students in an introductory class. Speaking in front of
people is an intimidating experience, especially for new graduates
who have not taught an instruction session before, but these tips
should help you put together a great presentation.”...
INALJ, Aug. 1

On tenure and publishing
Wayne Bivens-Tatum writes: “There are librarians writing some good
material that doesn’t fit in with the empirical, quantitative, social-
science model that seems to be the norm. I’ve seen historical,
philosophical, or political writing about libraries and librarianship that’s
pretty good, and often much more readable than most LIS writing. If
the tenure process serves to stymie such writing, then library
literature is better off without tenure. For that matter, the literature of
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most scholarly fields would probably improve if tenure wasn’t a
publish-or-perish process.”...
Academic Librarian, Aug. 1

Rutgers student workers “adopt a
shelf”
In fall 2013, the collection management staff in
Rutgers University’s Alexander Library, led by Rob
Krack and Irina Radeva, tried a new approach to
shelf-reading assignments—an “adopt a shelf”
program. Staff assigned dozens of student
workers specific high-traffic stacks and trained
them on how to properly shelf read. The goal was
to give student workers a specific stake in the library....
Rutgers University Libraries, July 29

Assessing flipped and gamified instruction
Katelyn Tucker and Alyssa Archer write: “Here at Radford University,
we’ve been flipping and using games for one-shot instruction sessions
for some time, and our assessment librarian wasn’t going to accept
anecdotal evidence of success any longer. We decided that the best
way to see if our flipped and gamified lessons were accomplishing our
goals was to evaluate the students’ completed assignments. Our
results had issues that could have been prevented in hindsight. We
want you to learn from our mistakes so you are not doomed to repeat
them.”...
ACRLog, Aug. 1; ACRL Keeping Up With..., May, July 2013

A librarian’s guide to FitBit
Abby Johnson writes: “A FitBit is one of many different
kinds of pedometers, fitness devices worn on your person
that track how many steps you take each day. The
recommended daily number of steps for an active, healthy
lifestyle is 10,000. What I found is that unless I go for an
exercise walk, I typically take only 4,000–6,000 steps a
day. So, where can a librarian get her steps in? Aside from
parking a little farther away and walking to the corner to
cross the street, I have a few ideas.”...
Abby the Librarian, Aug. 2

K–12 librarians you should follow on Twitter
Emily Gover writes: “Our post on 10 academic librarians that you
need to follow on Twitter was a huge hit, so we are coming out with
a second iteration for K–12 librarians. We like to follow the superstar
librarians, but we want to share with you some other librarians you
might learn from as well.”...
EasyBib, July 16, 30

Top ed-tech products from eSchool News
This past spring, eSchool News asked its readers to suggest their top
picks for school hardware, software, websites, and services—and
more than 1,300 readers responded online. The result is a list of 50
ed-tech products and services that have proven to be effective, as
noted by teachers in K–12 schools and districts nationwide....
eSchool News, Aug. 1

Academic urban legends
Charlie Tyson writes: “In his Social Studies of
Science article, ‘Academic Urban Legends,’ Ole Bjørn
Rekdal, an associate professor of health and social
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sciences at Bergen University College in Norway,
argues that through chains of sloppy citations,
‘academic urban legends’ are born. Following a line of
lazily or fraudulently employed references, Rekdal
shows how rumor can become acknowledged
scientific truth, and how falsehood can become
common knowledge.”...
Inside Higher Ed, Aug. 6; Social Studies of Science 44, no. 4 (Aug.): 638–654

200 years ago: The burning of
the Library of Congress
Larry Nix writes: “This month marks the
200th anniversary of the burning of the US
Capitol building, which then housed the
Library of Congress, by the British on August
24, 1814, during the War of 1812. The
library consisted of just over 3,000 volumes.
The destruction of the collection led to Congress’s purchase of the
library of Thomas Jefferson for $23,950 to replace it.” Today, to see
areas of the building that survived the fire, make your way to the
Small House Rotunda on the second floor of the Capitol....
Library History Buff Blog, Aug. 4–5; Architect of the Capitol, Aug. 22, 2012

Libraries and local politics
Abigail Phillips writes: “This might sound terrible, but a good chunk of
politics for librarians involves playing nice. Whether it’s sending a
birthday card to the husband or wife of a local representative,
providing one-on-one tutorials on downloading ebooks to the chair of
the zoning board, or personalized readers’ advisory for a county
commissioner, catering to the political elite is often necessary. You
want these people to be on your side, rooting for the library or at the
very least not attacking it in the press.”...
Letters to a Young Librarian, July 31

62 of the world’s most beautiful libraries
For the last couple years, Mental Floss’s Jill Harness has been
rounding up the world’s most beautiful libraries by continent. Here
they are all in one place, in no particular order....
Mental Floss, July 24

Way overdue at New York Public
Library
Books considered lost—such as a 1920s sex manual
recently returned 55 years late—make up less than
1% of the 6 million items in its circulating
collection, according to New York Public Library
officials. But don’t think librarians aren’t taking
notice of Dewey Decimal delinquents. “It was 36
years, one month, and seven days late,” said
Louise Lareau (right), managing librarian at the
Children’s Center, of a stained copy of Making the Best of It: A
Common Sense Guide to Negotiating a Divorce—withdrawn during the
Carter administration and returned in May 2013....
New York Post, July 30, Aug. 2

Giant medieval manuscripts
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Jenny Weston writes: “While most medieval
manuscripts are of a size that could be
easily picked up and carried, there are
some books that are so large and so heavy
that it would take two (or more) people to
move them. Among these are volumes
known as ‘Giant Bibles.’ One particularly
famous large-format Bible is an early 13th-century pandect known as
the Codex Gigas (right), which measures a whopping 890 x 490 mm
and weighs more than 165 pounds.”...
Medieval Fragments, Aug. 1

Scots Wikipedia is no joke
Jane C. Hu writes: “At first glance, the Scots
Wikipedia page reads like a transcription of a
person with a Scottish accent: ‘Walcome tae
Wikipaedia, the free encyclopaedia that awbody can
eedit,’ it says. The main page’s Newsins section
includes info about the FIFA Warld Cup, a Featurt
Airticle about ‘Chicago, the lairgest ceety in the US state o Illinois,’
and a ‘Did ye ken?’ factoid about the common wombat being ‘the
lairgest burrowing, plantin-eatin mammal in the warld.’ The Scots
Wikipedia has been around since 2005.”...
Slate: Lexicon Valley, Aug. 5
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American Libraries Online

Newsmaker: An interview with Azar
Nafisi
“In Iran, whoever goes to jail because of what they
write is a hero in the eyes of the people,” author
Azar Nafisi said. Through her memoirs Reading
Lolita in Tehran and Things I’ve Been Silent About,
she has elevated public discourse about the political
nature of reading. Educated in Iran, the UK, and
the US, Nafisi is a lecturer for the Foreign Policy Institute at Johns
Hopkins University’s School of Advanced International Studies.
American Libraries spoke with Nafisi as she was completing The
Republic of Imagination, scheduled for publication this fall....
American Libraries column, July/August

Custom library book bikes roll
out across US
In Cleveland Heights, Ohio, where winter
temperatures reached a record low of –11°F
the first week of January 2014, many
bicyclists would have likely opted to drive.
But for one librarian and avid bike rider, the
weather was no obstacle for his commitment to his library’s book bike
program. The Cleveland Heights–University Heights Public Library’s
Book Bike program, initiated in spring 2013, was supposed to run for
only spring, summer, and fall. But the zeal of participants like Eric
Litschel made it a successful yearlong program....
American Libraries feature

Go back to the Top

 

2014 Annual
Conference and
Exhibition, Las Vegas,
June 26–July 1. Look back
at the 2014 ALA Annual
Conference, enjoyed by
18,626 attendees and
exhibitors. Enjoy
American Libraries
coverage. Get the
Cognotes highlights.
Looking for handouts?
See you in 2015! Bundle
registration opens on
September 9.
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ALA News

Sari Feldman on the importance
of libraries
ALA President-Elect Sari Feldman (right),
executive director of the Cuyahoga County
(Ohio) Public Library, spoke to the City Club
of Cleveland on August 8 about ALA, the
future of libraries, privacy, and a variety of
other topics. The presentation (57:05), “Why
Libraries are More Important than Ever,” included a question-and-
answer session with the audience....
YouTube, Aug. 8

Nominating committee extends deadline
The ALA 2015 Nominating Committee is extending its deadline for
completing the candidate biographical form. Any ALA members
interested in being considered for candidacy for the positions of ALA
president-elect or councilor-at-large have until August 29, to complete
the form....
Office of ALA Governance, Aug. 8

People to People delegation to
India
Consider joining a custom-designed library
and information services delegation to New
Delhi, Jaipur, and Agra, India, November 2–
11. As a People to People Citizen Ambassador,
you will network with your library and
information services peers from India and around the world through
vibrant professional exchanges and discussions. The delegation will be
led by Nancy M. Bolt, former chair of the ALA International Relations
Committee. Email People to People or call (877) 787-2000 for more
information....
People to People

Libraries 
on Film

Smilla’s Sense of
Snow (1997, Denmark
/ Germany / Sweden).
In Copenhagen, Julia
Ormond as Smilla
Jasperson is looking
into the supposedly
accidental death of her
6-year-old friend. She
breaks into the
Greenland Mining
company archives and
steals some relevant
files.

The Snapper (1993,
UK, made for TV).
Colm Meaney as
Dessie Curley goes to
an Irish library to
check out a book on
pregnancy for his
unmarried daughter.
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Featured review: Fiction for youth
Arcos, Carrie. There Will Come a Time. Apr.
2014. 320p. Grades 9–12. Simon & Schuster,
hardcover (978-1-4424-9587-6).
How does a 17-year-old reorient his life after
his twin sister dies in the car he was driving?
Sure, it was the other driver’s fault, but
nothing in Mark Santos’s world makes sense
anymore. His only comfort is revisiting the
bridge where the accident occurred and
contemplating what might have been. Hanna, his sister Grace’s
best friend and their neighbor, encourages Mark to fulfill
Grace’s “Top Five Things to Do This Year” list—including
bungee jumping and learning to surf—from one of her private
journals, and he reluctantly agrees as a way to honor Grace’s
memory. This nuanced story presents a close study on how
different people react to loss....

Core Collection: New
adult fiction
Gillian Engberg and Donna
Seaman write: “New adult (NA) fiction— erotic, dramatic, and
funny—crosses the adult and youth line. So we’ve joined adult
and youth editorial forces to put together a new adult core
collection that encompasses the three primary facets of the
genre, which we’ve tagged: New Adult Romance, New Adult
Fiction, and Young Adult for New Adult. You will find an
enticing spectrum of novels that portray characters who are
leaving home for the first time, or returning flat broke;
navigating college, buckling down to jobs, or not; and, of
course, weathering the storms of lust and love.”...

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....
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Division News

Voting opens for Teens’ Top Ten
The voting period for the 2014 Teens’ Top Ten officially opens on
August 15. Teens aged 12–18 can vote for their favorite titles through
the end of Teen Read Week (October 18). The nominees for this year
are made up of 25 titles ranging from a diverse collection of genres
and storylines. The official Top Ten titles will be announced the week
of October 20. DOGObooks, a website where kids and teens can
review books, will host the landing page for the 2014 Teens’ Top Ten
Books voting....
YALSA, Aug. 12

Teen Book Finder app for Android
YALSA has released the Android version of its popular
Teen Book Finder app. Android users can download the
app for free through the Google Play store. The app
allows users to access YALSA’s recommended reading
and award winning titles from the past years on their
mobile devices....
YALSA, Aug. 12

Snoopy Come Home
(1972). Charlie Brown,
kid sister Sally, and
Snoopy visit the local
library, but no dogs
are allowed.

So Well
Remembered (1947,
UK). Martha Scott
plays Olivia Channing,
an assistant librarian
in Browdley, England,
who gets her job in
1919 over the
objections of the local
council. Roddy Hughes
plays chief librarian
Mr. Teasdale.

This AL Direct feature
describes hundreds of films
(and some TV shows) in
which libraries and librarians
are featured, from 1912 to
the present. The full list is a
Web Extra associated with
The Whole Library
Handbook 5, edited by
George M. Eberhart and
published by ALA Editions.
You can browse the films on
our Libraries on Film
Pinterest board.

Calendar

Sept. 15–16:
First International
Workshop on
Augmented Digital
Libraries, Graz,
Austria.

Sept. 17–20:
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YALSA president-elect to participate in Media
Institute
YALSA President-Elect Candice Mack has been chosen to participate in
the Asian American Journalists Association’s first-ever Media Institute.
The Media Institute is a two-day workshop that will take place August
15–16 in Washington, D.C. It is aimed at training nonprofit
professionals in the art of working and presenting themselves with
and in the media....
YALSA, Aug. 12

PLA@ALA Annual Conference proposals due
The deadline is August 15 to submit a proposal for a PLA-sponsored
program at the 2015 ALA Annual Conference to be held June 25–30,
2015, in San Francisco. Preconference and program proposals
showcasing public library practices and innovations will be accepted
online....
PLA, Aug. 12

Gain confidence for your weeding project
Are your library shelves groaning under the weight of a heavy
collection? Then it might be time to register for the upcoming, hour-
long webinar from PLA, “Weed ’Em and Weep: Hoarding Is Not
Collection Development,” on August 27. Presenters Holly Hibner and
Mary Kelly will discuss weeding techniques, collection management
policies, and how to motivate reluctant weeders. The registration
deadline is August 25....
PLA, Aug. 12

ALCTS continuing education for the fall
From copyright issues to collection management standards to
fundamentals, there is an ALCTS webinar or web course waiting for
you. You can see the line-up of offerings and get registration
information by visiting the ALCTS Online Learning web page....
ALCTS, Aug. 12

RUSA’s fall online learning
RUSA has announced a new lineup of its online courses for
professional development for fall 2014. Registration is open now for
all courses, which began as early as September 22....
RUSA, Aug. 12

LLAMA webinar on library service plans
Is it time to reinvent your library services, but you’re not sure how to
get started? LLAMA will present “Planning to Transform Your Library”
on September 3. This webinar will present library service inquiry
methods, including planning steps and models, to help you start to
develop your next library service plan. Register online....
LLAMA, Aug. 11
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Awards & Grants

Grant helped Clarkston library
pass its millage
Clarkston (Mich.) Independence District Library
(right), recipient of a United for Libraries 2013

North Dakota Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Ramada
Inn, Bismarck.

Oct. 8–9:
Minnesota Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Verizon
Wireless Center,
Mankato. “Better
Together.”

Oct. 8–10:
Missouri Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Holiday
Inn Executive Center,
Columbia.

Oct. 8–10:
West Virginia Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Snowshoe
Mountain Resort,
Snowshoe.

Oct. 8–11:
Association of
Moving Image
Archivists, Annual
Conference, Savannah,
Georgia.

Nov. 7:
Amigos Library
Services, Online
Conference. “MOOCs,
Mobile Technologies:
Their Impact on
Reference Service.”

Nov. 8–12:
National Media
Market, Annual
Conference, Venue,
Charleston, South
Carolina.

Nov. 19–24:
Montreal Book Fair,
Quebec, Canada.

Dec. 8–9:
16th International
Conference on Grey
Literature, Library of
Congress, Washington
D.C. “Grey Literature
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Neal-Schuman Foundation Grant, successfully
staved off closure with the passage of a
millage of 1.25 for the library on August 5. The millage, first proposed
in 2012, passed this time with more than 68% of the vote. As part of
the grant, the library’s advocates received expert training and tools
for their campaign by United for Libraries....
United for Libraries, Aug. 12

Apply for a Bechtel Fellowship
The ALSC Special Collections and Bechtel Fellowship Committee is
accepting online applications for the 2015 Louise Seaman Bechtel
Fellowship. The fellowship is designed to allow qualified children’s
librarians to spend at least four weeks reading and studying at the
Baldwin Library of Historical Children’s Literature, part of the George
A. Smathers Libraries at the University of Florida, Gainesville. The
deadline for submissions is October 1....
ALSC, Aug. 12

ALSC announces scholarship winners
ALSC has announced six scholarship winners for the 2014–2015
academic year. Four winners were awarded the $7,500 Bound to Stay
Bound Books Scholarship: Sylvia Cecilia Martin Aguiñaga, Omar
Ramirez, Callen Nicole Taylor, and Elissa MaryAnne Sperling. The
$6,000 Frederic G. Melcher Scholarship went to Danielle Christine
Crickman and Sheila Laurence Olson....
ALSC, Aug. 12

American Dream grant aids
Illinois library
Through an American Dream Starts @ your
library grant provided by the ALA Office for
Literacy and Outreach Services and the Dollar
General Literacy Foundation, the Eisenhower
Public Library District (right) in Norridge and Harwood Heights,
Illinois, has been able to expand its ESL collection and begin hosting
English-language learning programs. The library serves a diverse
array of foreign-language speakers....
Office for Literacy and Outreach Services, Aug. 12

Carnegie Trust launches fund for UK libraries
The Carnegie UK Trust is starting a new £200,000 ($336,270 US)
project to help expand the role of public libraries. A three-year
funding program, Carnegie Library Lab, will create partnerships with
up to 15 libraries looking to develop “innovative practice.” UK libraries
can apply for a grant in September, submitting an idea that finds a
new way to use the space, offers a alternative method to deliver the
library service, brings different activities into the library, or involves a
new partnership....
The Bookseller, Aug. 12

The Lilead Fellows Program
The Lilead Fellows Program is an intensive professional
development program designed to empower, enable,
and equip school district library supervisors to think
differently about their library programs and to be
effective and inspirational leaders for change in their
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districts. A group of up to 25 Fellows from districts
across the country will engage in an 18-month program of virtual and
face-to-face learning. Applications are due by October 13....
Lilead Fellows Program

Go back to the Top

Libraries in the News

NYC libraries struggle to meet demand for ESL
classes
The Bronx Library Center has become a hub of English instruction at a
time when many of New York City’s public libraries are seeking to
expand their language and literacy programs to better serve patrons
who increasingly come from all over the world. The New York Public
Library taught English to 4,398 people last year at 32 of its 88
neighborhood branches, including 16 in the Bronx alone. Library
officials, who surveyed the participants about why they chose the
library classes, reported finding that more than three-quarters said
they simply had nowhere else to go....
New York Times, Aug. 6

Missouri libraries hit by budget
squeeze
Missouri Democratic Gov. Jay Nixon and the
Republican-controlled General Assembly are
squabbling over a tax-break package passed
last spring in Jefferson City. Nixon has
restricted more than $1 billion from the state
budget, including more than $6.6 million set
aside for public libraries. One restriction freezes a $3.5 million state
fund to help libraries with their operating expenses, and another
freezes a $3.1 million fund for the Remote Electronic Access for
Libraries program to help cover internet and technology costs. “This is
huge and it will hurt,” said Joplin Public Library Director Jacque Gage
(above)....
Joplin (Mo.) Globe, Aug. 12; KSNF-TV, Joplin, Aug. 9

Boston to trim its collections citywide
Boston Public Library administrators are disposing of up to 180,000
little-used volumes from shelves and archives of branches citywide by
the end of the year. Library officials say the reductions help assure
that patrons can comfortably sift through a modern selection that
serves their needs. Library President Amy Ryan said some items
slated for removal are either missing or duplicates. The library system
continues to add 132,000 volumes to its overall collection each
year....
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Boston Globe, Aug. 8

LC acquires ballet theatre archives
American Ballet Theatre, which is celebrating its
75th anniversary this year, has donated its
archives, more than 50,000 items of visual and
written documentation, to the Library of
Congress. The collection will enhance and
complement the library’s many other dance,
theater, and music collections held in its Music
Division, including the papers of composers
Leonard Bernstein, Aaron Copland, and Morton Gould; set designer
Oliver Smith; and choreographer Bronislava Nijinska....
Library of Congress, Aug. 7

Fleas shut down Steinbeck library
The John Steinbeck branch of the Salinas
(Calif.) Public Library closed for a week
starting August 6 after patrons began
complaining about out-of-control fleas in the
facility. Fleas infest the carpeting and
anything else made of cloth. The library’s
successful Tuesday program where kids read
to dogs might have brought in the unwelcome pests, which were
successfully eliminated by August 12....
KSBW-TV, Salinas, Calif., Aug. 7; Monterey (Calif.) Herald, Aug. 12

Rare coins stolen from Australian
library
Sydney police are hunting for a thief who stole $1
million worth of rare coins—including one that
sold for $410,000 in 2012—during a brazen
robbery at the State Library of New South Wales.
State Librarian Alex Byrne said the thief broke
into a coin case on the afternoon of August 6 and
escaped with 12 coins, including examples of Australia’s earliest
currency that Byrne said were “historically, extraordinarily important.”
The coins, part of the library’s collection, were on exhibition in a
secure locked case in a gallery at the library....
Sydney Morning Herald, Aug. 8

Go back to the Top

Issues

The public library wants to be
your office
Anita Hamilton writes: “Over the past
decade, dozens of reading rooms have
been reincarnated as de facto coworking
spaces. Some, including D.C.’s Digital
Commons (right) and the Eureka Loft in
Scottsdale, Arizona, cater expressly to startups by helping them find
funding, mentors, and other resources to advance their business
plans. Others take a laissez-faire approach geared more toward solo
artists seeking a no-frills space. Altogether, more than half of all
public libraries now offer workspaces for mobile workers.”...
Fast Company, Aug. 8
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E-rate never sleeps
Marijke Visser writes: “As part of the ALA Washington Office’s efforts
to make sense of the recent E-rate Modernization Order (PDF file),
we co-hosted a webinar with PLA that featured key staff from the
Federal Communications Commission: Jonathan Chambers, chief of
the Office of Strategic Planning and Policy Analysis; and Patrick
Halley, Lisa Hone, and Chas Eberle of the Wireline Competition
Bureau. PLA has made the webinar archive available.”...
District Dispatch, Aug. 8

Not impressed with all-digital libraries
Adam Feldman writes: “Digital evangelism has lulled many of us into
what I think ought to be an embarrassingly anti-intellectual comfort
zone. Some are coming to believe that everything we need to know
about the world can be skimmed in a compulsively reloaded feed,
algorithmed and tailored to all our narrow biases. It is a mistake to
assume that because of all of the reading on screens that we do
these days that libraries are undergoing some sort of seismic shift. Or
that they must.” Phil Bradley offers a response....
Next City, Aug. 8; Phil Bradley’s Weblog, Aug. 11

Deconstructing the “Can I Use
That Picture?” flowchart
Nancy Sims writes: “A new flowchart
flying around Facebook and Twitter this
morning purports to answer the ‘Can I
Use That Picture?’ question. (Here’s the
original post.) One thing that author
Curtis Newbold does really well is engage
on some ethical issues. But the legal information has some problems.
There is a lot to like here, but as a complete guide to the ‘Can I Use
That Picture?’ question, it falls short.”...
Copyright Librarian, Aug. 6; The Visual Communication Guy, July 14

Go back to the Top

Tech Talk

LibraryQuest levels up
Kyle Felker writes: “Almost a year ago, Grand Valley
State University Libraries in Allendale, Michigan,
launched LibraryQuest, our mobile quest-based
game. It was designed to teach users about library
spaces and services in a way that (we hoped) would
be fun and engaging. The game was released in the
last week of August 2013 and ran continuously until
late November. For details on the early development
of the game, take a look at my earlier post. This
article will focus on what happened after launch.”...
ACRL TechConnect Blog, Aug. 13; Sept. 17, 2013

Run through this checklist before
calling IT support
Jackson Chung writes: “Being the IT support
person sucks. Everyone lays their issues on
you, and blames everything but themselves
for whatever’s going on with their computer. No, there was nothing
wrong with the keyboard prior to you spilling coffee all over it. The IT
support team is there to help and work with you, so do them a favor
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by learning a few basic troubleshooting methods before calling. Here’s
one that will solve 99% of all computer problems.”...
MakeUseOf, Aug. 12

Three tools that schedule your
social media posts
Sarah Jacobsson Purewal writes: “Maybe you
were tasked with managing social media accounts because you’re the
youngest staffer and therefore deemed the most social-media savvy.
Whatever the reason, you’re stuck with it—but posting to Twitter is
likely the first thing to drop off your to-do list when the work piles
up. If that’s you, it’s time to embrace a social media scheduling
service.”...
PC World, Aug. 7

Eight tech ripoffs and how to avoid
them
Avram Piltch writes: “Mainstream consumers have
been using computers for more than 30 years,
smartphones for at least half a decade, and tablets
for several years, but gadget vendors are betting that
their customers aren’t tech savvy. How else can you
explain why these companies would offer a bevy of overpriced or
unnecessary products and services in hopes of fooling you into buying
them? Don’t be their dupe. These are the top eight tech rip-offs—and
how to avoid them.”...
Laptop, Aug. 12

Create a recovery drive
Chris Hoffman writes: “Computers don’t come
with operating system installation CDs
anymore. If your operating system won’t
boot, you’ll need a bootable recovery drive to
fix it. All operating systems allow you to create these. These recovery
drives provide access to the same recovery options your operating
system includes. You can always create them later, although you may
need access to a computer running the same operating system.”...
How-To Geek, Aug. 13
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E-Content

Why the public library beats Amazon
Geoffrey A. Fowler writes: “A growing stack of companies would like
you to pay a monthly fee to read ebooks, just like you subscribe to
Netflix. Don’t bother. Go sign up for a public library card instead.
More than 90% of American public libraries have amassed ebook
collections you can read on your iPad, and often even on a Kindle.
You don’t have to walk into a branch or risk an overdue fine. And
they’re totally free.”...
Wall Street Journal, Aug. 12

Why Amazon won’t stop picking fights
Donna Tam writes: “Amazon is at it again. The online retail giant took
on yet another partner in early August, halting DVD preorders for
such Disney titles as Captain America: The Winter Soldier and
Maleficent, and escalating a four-month publicity battle with Hachette
over the pricing of ebooks. Why is Amazon taking on these big dogs?
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Because it can.”...
CNET, May 24, Aug. 10, 12

Authors United
James LaRue writes: “Douglas Preston, author of techno-thriller and
horror novels, wrote a letter protesting the ‘thuggery’ of Amazon
against Hachette authors, and urging his fans to let Jeff Bezos know
they were upset, too. The campaign has now attracted the support of
many other authors, more than 900 names big and small. The letter
ran as a full-page ad, along with those names, August 10 in the New
York Times.” Amazon responded in a web posting and a letter sent
out to its Kindle authors that asked people to write to Hachette’s
chief executive, Michael Pietsch....
AL: E-Content, Aug. 8; Publishers Weekly, Aug. 6; New York Times, Aug. 10

Volunteers needed for
Smithsonian transcription project
On August 12 the Smithsonian launched its
Transcription Center website. The site is
designed to use crowdsourcing to help the
Smithsonian transcribe the content of
thousands of digital documents, such as handwritten Civil War
journals, personal letters from famous artists, 100-year-old botany
specimen labels, and examples of early American currency. Volunteers
can register online to help transcribe projects relating to art, history,
culture, and science....
Smithsonian, Aug. 12

Making scanned content
accessible
Chris Adams writes: “Scanning objects en
masse has never been easier, storage has
never been cheaper, and large-scale
digitization has become routine for many
organizations. This poses an interesting challenge: Our capacity to
generate scanned images has greatly outstripped our ability to
generate the metadata needed to make those items discoverable.
Most people use search engines to find the information they need, but
our terabytes of carefully produced and diligently preserved TIFF files
are effectively invisible for text-based search.”...
The Signal: Digital Preservation, Aug. 4

Used ebooks
James LaRue writes: “So much hinges on copyright. The doctrine of
First Sale meant that publishers couldn’t lock libraries out of the
market. But digital works, like software, got swept under licensing
agreements. Licensing means—in the US, anyhow—that there are no
such things as used ebooks. Consumers pay top dollar for anything
that isn’t Creative Commons, public domain, or by an unknown
author. In other words, when an item is new or resurgent, consumers
rent access to it through various vendors (mainly Amazon, Kobo,
Google, and Apple).”...
AL: E-Content, Aug. 8

ReadersFirst eases the ebook experience
After more than a year of development and research, the ReadersFirst
Guide to Library Ebook Vendors (PDF file), which compiles information
on ebook vendors and their products and then rates them on ease of
use and efficiency, is available to the public. And it’s working....
American Libraries feature
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Books & Reading

Climate change fiction is hot
John Dupuis writes: “Climate change fiction (or ‘cli-fi’
to use the rather ugly short form) is fiction, either
speculative or realistic, that takes as its basis the fact
that the earth’s climate is changing and jumps off
from there. Not surprisingly, the last 20–30 years has
seen many climate change novels published, with a
number of notable ones in the last five years or so.
Here are several of the most interesting ones, listed
chronologically.”...
Confessions of a Science Librarian, Aug. 13

50 novels by female authors under 50
Emily Temple writes: “There’s something about
catching a writer at the beginning of her career and
following her for years that is supremely satisfying—
not to mention the fact that young female writers
need readers rather more than Jane Austen does. So
in an effort to get you in on the ground floor (or at
least, like, the third floor), here are 50 novels written
by 50 female novelists under 50 that are worth your
time.”...
Flavorwire, Aug. 7

Books to inspire DIY and creativity
Carla Land writes: “Making stuff isn’t something that is
usually associated with libraries, but it should be. The
maker movement is showing everyone that teens use
libraries for all sorts of learning—including how to
make things. Finding maker themes in YA fiction
wasn’t as easy as I thought it would be until I thought
bigger and stopped limiting myself to duct tape. When
I did that I found a bunch that I thought might spark
some interest in doing with teens. I also found some
nonfiction titles, too, to get us all started on the doing.”...
YALSA The Hub, Aug. 13

Readalikes for fall TV premieres, part 2
Hannah Gómez writes: “Here are some more
upcoming fall TV shows, plus YA and YA-friendly adult
books that make for great companion pieces. For
example, Jane the Virgin (The CW), starring Gina
Rodriguez. A strange turn of events leads to Type-A,
virginal Jane being artificially inseminated without her
knowledge. Based on a telenovela, this soapy dramedy
has the potential to spark conversations about cultural
clashes, reproductive rights, and feminism.”...
YALSA The Hub, Aug. 7

What belongs in the children’s library?
Elisabeth Gattullo Marrocolla writes: “I was so excited
when the graphic novel adaptation of Neil Gaiman’s
The Graveyard Book arrived in my library this week.
I’ve been looking forward to the graphic novelization
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for months. Advance reviews were glowing, and it
seemed like the perfect addition to our Kids Graphic
Novel section, which serves all reading children in our
library (mostly ages 6–12). Then I opened the
book.”...
ALSC Blog, Aug. 12

Want to read s’more?
Jennifer Rummel writes: “Summer is the
perfect time for reading for fun and
making s’mores. In fact, August 10 was
National S’mores Day. So I decided to
combine these two concepts and give you
three books on the same topic—think of them as the graham cracker,
the marshmallow, and the chocolate of a s’more—all deliciously
good.”...
YALSA The Hub, Aug. 11

Go back to the Top

Tips & Ideas

Folger Shakespeare Library
opens its digital collection
Erin Blake writes: “It’s official: Images in
the Folger’s Digital Image Collection are
now licensed CC BY-SA. That is, they can be
used under a Creative Commons
Attribution–ShareAlike 4.0 International
License, one of the two Creative Commons licenses approved for free
cultural works. That’s almost 80,000 images and counting. We’ve
already started adding images to Wikimedia Commons for use in
Wikipedia and elsewhere, and encourage you to do the same.”...
The Collation, Aug. 12

Teen services in a rural library
Rebekah Kamp writes: “Rural librarianship can
mean a small staff, but it can also mean a
tight-knit community full of residents and
organizations happy to share their knowledge.
Working with other organizations and local
experts helps maximize impact and expand
services to new audiences without overburdening librarians. How do
you find new partners? Leave the library!”...
YALSAblog, Aug. 10

Another Carnegie library for sale
Larry Nix writes: “You can buy a Carnegie
Library in Alexandria, Minnesota, but you
need to act quickly. The owner is accepting
sealed bids for this restored Carnegie
building on August 26. From the photos on
the website advertising the building it looks
to be in great shape. According to the website: ‘The building was built
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in 1903, designed by Henry A. Foeller, and fashioned as a public
library.’”...
Library History Buff Blog, Aug. 13

10 people the library can’t live without
Gina Sheridan writes: “Close your eyes and imagine your public
library. Who do you see inside? Yourself? Quiet readers? Students? A
hip librarian behind a large wooden desk? A cat named Dewey
wending its way through the stacks? After I began collecting true
stories for my blog, I realized I had developed a catalog of the
colorful characters who visit the library each day. So open your eyes
and take a look at 10 people the library can’t live without.”...
The Huffington Post, Aug. 11

Lego week at Homer Public Library
Amy Koester writes: “To celebrate the interest
and skills of its community builders, Homer
(Alaska) Public Library held its 4th Annual Lego
Contest in early August and included a building
session in its weekly summer series of Maker
Mondays for kids and teens. The Lego contest
for ages 18 and under has the same basic
format each year, but we tie the contest to our summer reading
program by incorporating an element of the program’s theme. This
year our theme was ‘Fizz, Boom, Read,’ and we focused on all aspects
of science.” The Louisville (Colo.) Public Library also held a Lego
event....
Little eLit, Aug. 6; Programming Librarian, Aug. 11

Bigger programs are not always better
Karen Jensen writes: “It’s the end of summer reading, and almost the
end of our fiscal year, which means that I have been compiling
statistics. Administrators, city council, and board members love to
look at numbers on a page to get a sense of what you’re doing; but
the truth is, numbers don’t tell the whole story. The other truth is
that bigger is not always better.”...
Teen Librarian Toolbox, Aug. 10

Working abroad as a librarian
Raymond Pun writes: “Thinking about working abroad? There are
growing opportunities to work abroad as a librarian or information
specialist these days. However, when you consider working abroad as
an adventure, there will be tons of unexpected challenges and bumps
along the way. These challenges are generally true for all
professionals working abroad. Here are some things to consider.”...
INALJ, Aug. 12

Go back to the Top
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American Libraries Online

IFLA conference opens
Laurie D. Borman writes: “The theme ‘Libraries,
Citizens, Societies: Confluence for Knowledge’ set
the stage for the 80th International Federation of
Library Associations and Institutions World Library
and Information Congress in Lyon, France, August
16–22. On Monday, Her Royal Highness Princess
Laurentien of the Netherlands (right), the founder
of the Netherlands Reading and Writing Foundation,
talked about ways to advocate for libraries.”...
AL: The Scoop, Aug. 19

ALA and German library
association to collaborate
ALA President Courtney Young and Barbara
Lison, a representative of the German library
association Bibliothek & Information
Deutschland (BID), signed an agreement on August 19 at the World
Library and Information Congress in Lyon, France, establishing a
collaboration between the two organizations through 2019. The
agreement includes a variety of dialogue, networking, and exchange
activities....
AL: The Scoop, Aug. 20

MOOCs and Horizon Report on library
trends
Pierre Dillenbourg, the academic director of the
École polytechnique fédérale de Lausanne, spoke
on his expertise, massive open online courses
(MOOCs), during the August 20 plenary session at
the 2014 World Library and Information Congress
in Lyon, France. Samantha Adams Becker (right)
of the New Media Consortium discussed the just-released New Media
Consortium Horizon Report: 2014 Library Edition (PDF file), which

 

2014 Annual
Conference and
Exhibition, Las Vegas,
June 26–July 1. Look back
at the 2014 ALA Annual
Conference, enjoyed by
18,626 attendees and
exhibitors. Enjoy
American Libraries
coverage. Get the
Cognotes highlights.
Looking for handouts?
See you in 2015! Bundle
registration opens on
September 9.
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examines trends in academic and research libraries....
AL: The Scoop, Aug. 20

High and low tech at IFLA
Laurie D. Borman writes: “Sometimes, low tech
trumps high tech. At Tuesday morning’s plenary
session of IFLA’s World Library and Information
Congress 2014 in Lyon, French journalist
Florence Aubenas (right) talked about her
kidnapping and six-month imprisonment in Iraq
in 2005 and the time since. ‘Very often, the countries at war create
conditions that prevent us from using technology tools,’ she said. ‘It’s
better sometimes not to use our computers. It’s like dynamite in your
bag [due to hacking].’”...
AL: The Scoop, Aug. 19

Eyeing the new diversity
Alexia Hudson-Ward writes: “Workplace diversity management in our
field has primarily focused on increasing the number of
underrepresented populations among our ranks. Yet, an emerging
paradigm shift that elevates values as a critical diversity factor is
currently taking place in the global market. This article examines the
rise of values-based diversity as the next evolutionary step in
workplace diversity management and the implications of this new
approach for librarianship.”...
American Libraries feature, July/Aug.

Go back to the Top

ALA News

Planning a Banned Books Week
event?
The Executive Committee of Banned Books
Week invites organizations and individuals
to share how they are celebrating 2014’s
Banned Books Week. This year’s
celebration, which is taking place September 21–27, will shine a light
on comics and graphic novels. The committee has created a simple
form where organizations can post their activities....
Office for Intellectual Freedom, Aug. 19

Bring library programs to SXSW
Larra Clark writes: “The Office for
Information Technology Policy is joining

Libraries 
on Film

Slow Fires: On the
Preservation of the
Human Record
(1987, made for TV,
US / Canada). This
documentary looks at
the disintegration of
library holdings
worldwide due to
acidic paper and other
fragile media, and the
efforts to preserve the
information (if not the
items themselves)
before it is lost
forever.

Small Faces (1996,
UK). Liz Lochhead
plays a librarian in
Glasgow in 1968.
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other library organizations, libraries,
museums, and archives to build a growing presence at Austin’s annual
South by Southwest (SXSW) Edu and Interactive festivals. Together,
we hope to connect, inform, persuade, and change perceptions of
libraries among established and emerging leaders in the technology
and education spheres. But we need your help to bring our programs
to the SXSW stage.”...
District Dispatch, Aug. 19

Understanding a turbulent
world
On August 19, ALA released the draft
Trends Report: Snapshots of a Turbulent
World (PDF file), with appendices on
further reading (PDF file) and trend
diagrams (PDF file), to stimulate discussion
about and ultimately inform a national
policy agenda for the US library community. A draft policy agenda will
be developed for public comment through the Policy Revolution!
initiative led by the Office for Information Technology Policy with
guidance from its Library Advisory Committee....
District Dispatch, Aug. 19

Library students: Join ALA before September 1
LIS students can join ALA before the dues increase on September 1.
Join now for $34 and save $1. Save $3 if your state library
association is one of 28 partnering with ALA to offer joint student
membership. Before September 1, join ALA and your state library
association for one low price of $35. After September 1, join for
$38....
ALA Member Blog, Aug. 20

“Exploring Human Origins” traveling
exhibition
The Public Programs Office, in collaboration with the
Smithsonian’s National Museum of Natural History
Human Origins Program, is accepting applications
from public libraries for the traveling exhibition
“Exploring Human Origins.” Nineteen sites will be
selected to host the 40-panel, 1,200-square-foot exhibition for four
weeks each between April 2015 and April 2017. The exhibition will
include at least two interactive kiosks, a display of skulls and two
DVDs. The deadline to apply is November 19....
Public Programs Office, Aug. 19

Deadline extended for First Folio
traveling exhibition
The application deadline for “Shakespeare and His
First Folio,” a traveling exhibition offered by ALA
in collaboration with the Folger Shakespeare
Library and Cincinnati Museum Center, has been
extended to October 24. The exhibition—part of
the international events planned in observance of the 400th
anniversary of William Shakespeare’s death—will bring the 1623
original edition of the playwright’s first published collection to 53 sites
in 2016....
Public Programs Office, Aug. 18

Smashing the Money
Ring (1939).
Counterfeiters in a
state prison smuggle
bills out through the
prison library in stacks
of newspapers.

The Smile Behind the
Mirror (2010).
Evangeline Joy
Galliford is Eleanor, a
librarian who seeks to
make her mark on
history with the help
of a friend’s time-
machine computer.

This AL Direct feature
describes hundreds of films
(and some TV shows) in
which libraries and librarians
are featured, from 1912 to
the present. The full list is a
Web Extra associated with
The Whole Library
Handbook 5, edited by
George M. Eberhart and
published by ALA Editions.
You can browse the films on
our Libraries on Film
Pinterest board.

Calendar

Sept. 17–20:
North Dakota Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Ramada
Inn, Bismarck. “Library
Services for the Next
125 Years.”
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FLA calls for proposals
The Florida Library Association is accepting proposals to present
conference and preconference workshops and programs at its 2015
Annual Conference in Orlando, May 13–15. The deadline to submit a
proposal is September 5. Program organizers will be notified of the
status of their proposals in November....
Florida Library Association, Aug. 19

Cataloging for non-catalogers
The ability to catalog proficiently can be a valuable
skill for every librarian, but proper training is
essential. Offered by ALA Publishing in collaboration
with the San José State University School of
Information (SJSU iSchool), the new advanced
eCourse “Cataloging for Non-Catalogers” will take
participants from beginner to advanced cataloger in
12 weeks, beginning September 22. Register at the ALA Store....
ALA Editions, Aug. 19

How to find prospective donors
Individuals, not government sources or foundations,
are the largest source of giving in the US. But how do
you find the most likely prospective donors?
Researching Prospective Donors: Get More Funding for
Your Library, published by ALA Editions, outlines
strategies for focusing your time and attention on the
best donors and potential donors in your community.
Susan Summerfield Hammerman, a successful
prospect researcher, gives library directors,
fundraisers, and board members all the tools they need to research
individuals and their wealth....
ALA Editions, Aug. 18

Guide to general and LIS reference
Ideal for public, school, and academic libraries
looking to freshen up their reference collections, as
well as for LIS students and instructors conducting
research, Guide to Reference: Essential General
Reference and Library Science Sources, edited by Jo
Bell Whitlatch and Susan E. Searing, collects the
cream-of-the-crop sources in general reference and
library science information. Encompassing internet
resources, digital image collections, and print
resources, it includes the full section on LIS resources from Guide to
Reference....
ALA Digital Reference, Aug. 19

Libraries in emergencies 
The federal Stafford Act of 2011 designates libraries
as among the temporary facilities delivering essential
services, making a Continuity of Operations Plan
imperative for libraries. Library As Safe Haven:
Disaster Planning, Response, and Recovery; A How-
To-Do-It Manual for Librarians, published by ALA
Neal-Schuman, is a nuts-and-bolts resource that
enables libraries of all kinds to do their best while
planning for the worst. Deborah D. Halsted, Shari C. Clifton, and
Daniel T. Wilson pepper the manual with informative first-person
narratives from librarians....
ALA Neal-Schuman, Aug. 18

Sept. 17–20:
Kentucky Library
Association /
Kentucky Association
of School Librarians,
Joint Conference, Galt
House Hotel, Louisville.
“Libraries Leading the
Way in the Information
Age.”

Sept. 18–20:
Digital Scholarship
Cooperative, Digital
Frontiers 2014
conference, Texas
Woman’s University,
Denton.

Sept. 19–23:
Southeast Florida
Library Information
Network, Virtual
Conferences. “User
Experience: Seeing
Your Library through
the User’s Eyes, Mobile
Devices: Gateway to
Your Library; eBooks:
Benefits, Challenges
and the Future; Library
Resource Sharing:
Emerging Trends and
Technologies.”

Sept. 22–23:
Great Lakes E-
Summit, Maumee Bay
Lodge and Conference
Center, Oregon, Ohio.
“Delivering Information
vs. Collection Building.”

Sept. 29:
National Federation
of Advanced
Information
Services, Humanities
Roundtable, Graduate
Center of the City
University of New York,
New York City. “Digital
Humanities and Digital
Publishing: Insights
and Opportunities.”

Oct. 1–3:
Georgia Council of
Media Organizations,
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Best books for one-room schools, 1922
Larry Nix writes: “During the 1920s, one-room
schoolhouses for multiple elementary grades in rural
America were common. So it wasn’t unusual that ALA
and the National Education Association were interested
in identifying the best books for these schools. In
1922 ALA published a small brochure (right) titled A
Shelf of Books For A One Room School, which
identified 25 of the best books for these schools. The
books were selected by ballot by librarians and
teachers at their conferences.”...
Library History Buff Blog, Aug. 16

Go back to the Top

Featured review: Fiction for youth
Kain, Jamie. The Good Sister. Oct. 2014. 304p.
Grades 9–12. St. Martin’s/Griffin, hardcover
(978-1-250-04773-1).
Sarah, duly noted as the “good” and oldest
sister in the Kinsey family, was diagnosed with
acute lymphoblastic leukemia at age 10. Before
that significant heartbreak, she lived in a
Northern California commune with her dad,
Ravi (now John); her mom, Lena; her middle
sister, Rachel; and her youngest sister, Asha. After the
dissolution of Ravi and Lena’s marriage, Sarah and her mother
and sisters move to town, where she begins to undergo
treatment, Asha becomes a viable bone-marrow donor, and
Rachel—doomed to be the wild one—grows apart from them
all. Told in first-person alternating chapters, the novel’s three
sisters, who simply never had a chance at normalcy, ache on
the page with honesty, laying bare their place in the family
and in their own orbits....

Carte Blanche: Against Ruth Graham
Michael Cart writes: “So, adults, are you ashamed of reading
young adult literature? Journalist Ruth Graham thinks you
should be. Writing in an article titled ‘Against YA,’ which
appeared June 5 in the online magazine Slate, she averred,
‘Read whatever you want. But you should be embarrassed
when what you’re reading was written for children.’ Really?
Young adults are children? Since when? Well, apparently since
Graham herself was a YA.”...

Annual Conference,
Augusta. “Transforming
Our Libraries: Master
the Possibilities in
Augusta.”

Oct. 17:
The Conference for
Entrepreneurial
Librarians, Z. Smith
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University, Winston-
Salem, North Carolina.
“Take Risks, Embrace
Change.”

Nov. 5–8:
Charleston
Conference, Issues in
Book and Serial
Acquisition, Charleston,
South Carolina.

Nov. 14–16:
Boston International
Antiquarian Book
Fair, Hynes
Convention Center,
Boston.

Dec. 5:
ACRL Greater New
York Chapter,
Symposium, Baruch
College Vertical
Campus Conference
Center, New York City.
“The Academic
Librarian in the Open
Access Future.”

Feb. 13:
Online Northwest,
Conference, CH2M Hill
Alumni Center, Oregon
State University,
Corvallis. Deadline for
proposals: Oct. 17.
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@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....

Go back to the Top

Division News

AASL preconference proposals
AASL is extending its submission deadline
for preconference workshop proposals for its
17th National Conference and Exhibition.
The new deadline is September 5. Half-day
or full-day preconference workshops will be
held November 4–5, in Columbus, Ohio. Proposals should include up
to three learning objectives and should address how the session
supports the AASL strategic plan, the AASL Standards for the 21st-
Century Learner, or Empowering Learners: Guidelines for School
Library Programs....
AASL, Aug. 19

AASL webinar on “talk-alouds”
An upcoming AASL webinar will examine read-aloud strategies that
promote the exchange of reader responses between children and
educators. Presented by Raquel Cuperman, “Talk-Alouds: A Different
Approach to Read-Alouds” will take place on September 10. For more
information and to register, visit eCOLLAB....
AASL, Aug. 19

The benefits of virtual committees
Jill Bickford writes: “Over the last few years many ALA divisions,
including ALSC, have transitioned to having more committees, task
forces, and other groups operate primarily, if not wholly, via virtual
methods. The change toward more virtual work provides numerous
benefits to individual members as well as the Association and
profession as a whole.”...
ALSC Blog, Aug. 19

Fall ACRL-Choice webinars
The ACRL-Choice webinar program connects academic and research
librarians with a host of content and service providers, publishers, and
other experts who serve their market. Upcoming webinars, held from
September 9 to October 28, will cover a wide gamut of new topics
important to academic libraries....
ACRL, Aug. 18

Discussion group for state Friends groups
Those who work with, are members of, or serve as board members of
state Friends of the library groups are invited to participate in a new
United for Libraries electronic discussion group. State Friends groups
from around the country can share advice and discuss their real-world
experiences....
United for Libraries, Aug. 19

Go back to the Top
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2015 IFLA/OCLC Fellows
OCLC, along with the International Federation of Library Associations
and Institutions, has selected five librarians to participate in the Jay
Jordan Early Career Development Fellowship Program for 2015. The
program supports library and information science professionals from
countries with developing economies. The Fellows (from Pakistan,
Philippines, Serbia, Swaziland, and Zimbabwe) were announced
August 19 by OCLC President Skip Prichard at the IFLA World Library
and Information Congress in Lyon, France....
OCLC, Aug. 19

National Leadership Grants for libraries
The Institute of Museum and Library Services has announced the first
round of National Leadership Grants for Libraries FY 2015. The
program invests $12 million annually in projects that improve
professional library and archive practice with implications far beyond
the grantee institutions. The grants help drive innovation and support
projects with national impact. The deadline for preliminary proposals
is October 13....
Institute of Museum and Library Services, Aug. 13

ULC recognizes top innovators
The Urban Libraries Council has recognized 22
libraries for their innovative programs,
services, and operating practices—from a Wi-
Fi bicycle that delivers resources to
underserved communities, to a platform for
distributing self-published ebooks, to heroic
efforts that meet community needs in the
wake of natural disasters. The 2014 Top Innovators and Honorable
Mentions were chosen by a panel of expert judges who considered
more than 180 submissions in 10 categories....
Urban Libraries Council, June 26

Ancillary Justice wins Hugo Award
US author Ann Leckie secured her place in the annals
of science fiction history after her debut novel,
Ancillary Justice, was named best novel at the
prestigious Hugo awards. The award was presented in
a ceremony held August 17 at the 72nd World Science
Fiction convention in London. The novel is a space
opera narrated by the artificial consciousness of a
starship. The complete list of winners is here....
The Guardian (UK), Aug. 17; Hugo Awards, Aug. 17

2014 Paolucci Book Award
British politician and journalist Daniel Hannan has won
the 2014 Henry and Anne Paolucci Book Award for his
book Inventing Freedom: How the English-Speaking
Peoples Made the Modern World. The $5,000 award,
presented by the Intercollegiate Studies Institute,
honors the “best work of conservative scholarship
published in the previous year.” Hannan will deliver a
public lecture in November that ISI hosts in
Wilmington, Delaware....
Intercollegiate Studies Institute, Aug. 18
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Libraries in the News

Ferguson library becomes a refuge
Amid all of the strife engulfing Ferguson, Missouri,
this month, there is one spot in town that has
become a refuge for children, parents, and
residents: the library. The Ferguson Municipal
Public Library has been an oasis of calm since the
town’s residents erupted in anger at the police
after one of them shot and killed an allegedly
unarmed black teen, Michael Brown, on August 9.
It has used Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook to
offer residents a place of respite for them to get bottled water, check
their emails, and avoid the unrest developing on Ferguson’s streets....
ABC News, Aug. 20

Frederick Ruffner dies at 88
Frederick Gale Ruffner Jr. (right), who founded one of
the largest reference book publishing companies in the
world, died August 12 following a long illness. He was
88. Ruffner and his wife Mary founded Gale Research
Company in 1956, starting with the classic
Encyclopedia of Associations. In 1987, ALA awarded
Ruffner an honorary membership in recognition of his
publishing creativity and leadership role in library advocacy. He was
also one of the first presidents of the Friends of Libraries USA
organization, a precursor of United for Libraries....
Detroit Free Press, Aug. 15

Six ex-trustees lose bid to keep their seats
The six former Queens (N.Y.) Library trustees who took Borough
President Melinda Katz and state Attorney General Eric Schneiderman
to federal court in a bid to retain their volunteer positions on the
board suffered a major setback August 12. Brooklyn Magistrate Judge
James Orenstein recommended that their requests for a temporary
restraining order and preliminary injunction that would nullify their
July 23 dismissal by Katz be denied....
Queens (N.Y.) Chronicle, Aug. 14

Orland Park keeps unfiltered internet access
Orland Park (Ill.) Public Library trustees on August 18 voted to
continue to allow patrons 18 and older unfiltered internet access,
reaffirming a vote taken earlier this year. Before the 4–2 vote, some
patrons asked the board to install a filter to prevent adults from being
able to view pornographic material online, and two library trustees
said they supported the use of filters....
Chicago Southtown Star, Aug. 18

Ali Abunimah’s talk at Evanston
Public Library
An overflow crowd listened to Chicago writer
Ali Abunimah read from his book, The Battle
for Justice in Palestine, at the Evanston (Ill.)
Public Library on August 11 after the library’s
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controversial decision to postpone, and then
reissue, his invitation to speak. More than 120 people packed the
conference room, with police presence inside and outside the library.
But the tone was peaceful and mostly supportive of Abunimah’s
message. Watch the video (1:44:12) of his presentation....
Chicago Tribune, Aug. 11

Copernicus book rediscovered in
Weimar
In 2004, the Duchess Anna Amalia Library in
Weimar, Germany, housed one of the most
important collections of books and
manuscripts in the country, including De
Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium, Libri VI (1543), a work by famed
Renaissance astronomer and mathematician Nicolaus Copernicus. In
that year, the library was severely damaged in the fire. Now, 10
years later, the Copernicus book has been found among the many
damaged works still waiting to be restored....
Christian Science Monitor, Aug. 15

Six New Jersey libraries to offer high school
programs
On August 18, the New Jersey State Library launched its Online High
School Completion Program, which will allow state residents to earn
an accredited high school diploma and credentialed career certificate
at six public libraries. The groundbreaking program is designed to
reengage adults in the education system and prepare them for entry
into post-secondary education or the workforce....
New Jersey State Library, Aug. 19

Seven-day service for large Miami branches
A higher library tax would mean a return to seven-day hours for
some of Miami-Dade’s largest branches under a new plan by Mayor
Carlos Gimenez’s administration. A summary of proposed hours
released August 19 shows five branches adding back Sunday service
to their schedules. The branches are Miami Beach, North Dade, South
Dade, West Dade. and West Kendall....
Miami (Fla.) Herald, Aug. 19

County of Los Angeles Library restores its hours
The County of Los Angeles Public Library will restore its service hours
at branches that had hours reduced in 2009–2010, effective
September 2. The restoration was made possible by the county board
of supervisors’ approval to increase the library budget by $3.6 million
to restore hours as they were four years ago....
Santa Clarita Valley (Calif.) Signal, Aug. 12

Why the Boston Public Library is
discarding books
Edgar B. Herwick III writes: “It’s
housecleaning time at the Boston Public
Library, with tens of thousands of books
being pulled from branch shelves all around
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the city. And it’s a beast of a task. Some of
the books being weeded are perfectly up-to-date and in good shape.
They just aren’t being checked out. BPL is targeting books that
haven’t circulated for four to six years. Others are simply database
corrections that include missing books.” More on BPL’s process
here....
WGBH-FM, Boston, Aug. 14; BPL Compass, Aug. 8

Library tries out shoe-recycling
program
Plum Borough (Pa.) Community Library Director
Marilyn Klingensmith is always on the lookout for
outreach and fundraising opportunities. When she
received a packet about a shoe-recycling
program, she wanted to learn more. And this led
to a partnership with ShoeBox Recycling of
Fairless Hills, north of Philadelphia. Through the
program, the library receives recycling bins where patrons can place
their gently used shoes....
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, Aug. 13

How legal are seed libraries?
Janelle Orsi and Neil Thapar write: “After the
Pennsylvania Department of Agriculture cracked
down on a community seed library, hundreds of
seed libraries in the US are suddenly wondering if
they are breaking the law. According to
Pennsylvania regulators (PDF file), in order to give
out member-donated seeds, the Simpson Seed
Library in Cumberland County would have to put
around 400 seeds of each variety through
prohibitively impractical seed-testing procedures. It’s important to set
the record straight about the legalities of seed libraries.” Seed
Matters, a program run by the Clif Bar Family Foundation, has offered
funding to support mediation and legal guidance but has not heard
back....
Post Carbon Institute, Aug. 15; Carlisle (Pa.) Sentinel, July 31; TakePart, Aug. 14

Students turn to Indiegogo to
help their school library
Grade 2 students Josephine Sinclair and
Sarai Williams want their school to have a
library. Due to changes in their district,
what was once the school library at Willow
Creek Academy in Sausalito, California, is
now just a room with empty shelves. With
their “Dr. Seuss Wants You!” Indiegogo campaign, the students are
hoping to change that. The youngsters and their parents have
collected donated books and even picked out a “wonderful librarian”
who is available to start this year if they can raise the funds to pay
her. Watch the video (1:18)....
Yahoo! News Canada: Good News, Aug. 15; YouTube, Aug. 7

Stolen maps still missing from
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National Library of Wales
Scores of maps worth hundreds of
thousands of pounds are still missing
almost 15 years after they were stolen
from the National Library of Wales. Peter
Bellwood was jailed for four-and-a-half
years at Swansea Crown Court in 2004 after confessing to stealing 50
documents from the Aberystwyth library from March to August 2000.
The gambling addict sold them for £70,000 ($116,300 US). Only 12
maps have ever been recovered, leaving 95 maps and one portrait
still unaccounted for....
Cardiff (UK) Western Mail, July 20

A floating library for Minneapolis
The Floating Library (right) is a real library
with books that can be checked out. What
more do you need? Well, you’ll need a canoe
or a kayak or a paddleboat or some other
floating device to get to the library, which is
somewhere in the middle of Cedar Lake on
the west side of Minneapolis. It’s actually a
project created by local artist Sarah Peters, who stocks a rowboat with
shelves and donated art books....
Minneapolis Star Tribune, Aug. 16

Tehran’s taxi bookstore 
The husband-and-wife team of Mehdi
Yazdany and Sarvenaz Heraner have
created a mobile reading room and taxi
service in Tehran, Iran, complete with a
chauffeur-bibliophile. More than 40 titles,
130 volumes in all, are stacked behind
the back seat, shelved on racks over the passenger window, cluttering
the dashboard, crammed into side pockets, and stuffed in the trunk.
When you pay the fare, you can either buy a book or just browse and
listen to the classical music during your ride. They call it Ketabraneh,
or Books on Wheels....
Wall Street Journal, Aug. 14
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Issues

The news from Ferguson: Live, on
Twitter
Barbara Fister writes: “Twitter has become
the way I keep up with what is going on in
my field. Last week I realized it has also
become the way I find out what’s happening
in the world, which makes me wonder what
that means when it comes to helping
students learn about how information works.
I’ve spent the last week, like many people, in a state of raw
unsettledness over what has been happening in Ferguson, Missouri.”...
Inside Higher Ed: Library Babel Fish, Aug. 17

Monkey selfie
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James LaRue writes: “Here’s one digital
dispute I didn’t see coming: interspecies
copyright disputes. According to the
Guardian and the Washington Post, British photographer David Slater
was taking photos in an Indonesian forest in 2011. His primary target
was crested black macaques. He left his tripod and camera alone for
a few minutes. And in those moments, one macaque grabbed the
camera and took a series of selfies. That’s right: monkey selfies.”
Kevin Smith weighs in on the matter and David Smith takes an
opposing viewpoint. A new draft of the Compendium of US Copyright
Office Practices specifically prohibits non-human authorship (PDF file)
and lists the photo as an example....
AL: E-Content, Aug. 15; The Guardian (UK), Aug. 7; Washington Post, Aug. 6; Scholarly
Communications @ Duke, Aug. 10; The Scholarly Kitchen, Aug. 11

Conserving constitutional copyright
Charles Wapner writes: “Copyright discourse has been knocked off its
moorings. Rights holders would have you believe that the foundational
purpose of the copyright law is to protect their exclusive ability to
reap the financial windfalls their works generate. Although this
argument is just as unconvincing as it is unappealing to most ordinary
Americans, it has come to be reflected in our public policy.”...
District Dispatch, Aug. 20

Teens need well-funded libraries
Danyelle Barber writes: “If my patrons, the poor kids in a slightly
wealthy town, need us for after-school snacks, computer access, and
a sense of community, then the teen patrons of poorer communities
struggling to keep their libraries open definitely do. According to
YALSA, teens are the most likely to suffer from lack of library funding.
We are vital to learning—social, digital, traditional—and preparing
teens to enter the changed workforce is a task that many schools
have not been able to keep up with.”...
xoJane, Aug. 14; National Forum on Libraries and Teens

Digital citizenship and public
libraries
Mantra Roy writes: “Just as political
citizenship expects principles of integrity of
its citizenry, digital citizenship refers to
expected modes of conduct in the digital
world. Libraries offer different types of
services that are attended by community members of various age,
ability, and ethnic groups. We attend to their language-skill needs,
their creative needs through makerspaces, and their technical literacy
needs by checking out iPads and sometimes Google glass.”...
WebJunction, Aug. 18

The challenge of broadband in rural
libraries
Justine Brown writes: “98% of libraries now
provide free public access to Wi-Fi, up from 89%
in 2012. But digital differences among states still
exist—as does an urban/rural divide, according to
the new 2014 Digital Inclusion Survey released by
the ALA. the study found that cities still fare far
better when it comes to broadband; they report an average download
speed of more than 100Mbps, compared to an average speed of just
over 21Mbps for rural public libraries.”...
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Government Technology, Aug. 11

Improving digital inclusion in Native American
communities
On August 12, the Association of Tribal Archives, Libraries, and
Museums released a study on Digital Inclusion in Native Communities:
The Role of Tribal Libraries (PDF file). The national study is the first to
provide comprehensive data on the structure, activities, and needs of
tribal libraries as they improve broadband access and digital literacy in
Native communities....
District Dispatch, Aug. 12
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Tech Talk

How to turn a YouTube clip into an animated GIF
Daniel Bean writes: “We love animated GIFs, and we love how it’s
becoming easier and easier to create your own online. A tool called
GIF YouTube has taken almost all the pain and thought out of turning
your favorite YouTube clip into a shareable animated GIF. There are
really only three simple steps involved.”...
Yahoo! Tech, Aug. 18

21 Flickr tips for photographers
Eric Griffith writes: “Flickr truly stands out
for one core audience: photographers. While
Instagram and Facebook are great for
sharing casual images, Flickr’s tools and
interface and information all scream out for
artists with a camera to take them seriously.
From the camera info stored there to the ability creators have of
tagging and copyrighting images, Flickr is an amazing service for
those serious about pictures and photography. Here are some of the
best tricks that will help you get the most out of Flickr, both mobile
and desktop.”...
PC Magazine, Aug. 19

How long do CDs last?
Laura Sydell writes: “Back in the 1990s,
historical societies, museums, and symphonies
across the country began transferring all kinds
of information onto what was thought to be a
very durable medium: the compact disc. Now,
preservationists are worried that a lot of key
information stored on CDs—from sound
recordings to public records—is going to disappear. Some of those
little silver discs are degrading, and researchers at the Library of
Congress are trying to figure out why.”...
NPR: All Things Considered, Aug. 18

Upgrade to an SSD right now
Chris Hoffman writes: “It’s time to upgrade to
a solid-state drive if you’re still using a
mechanical hard drive in your computer. An
SSD is the single biggest upgrade you can
give your computer, and prices have come
down dramatically. SSDs are so much faster
because they don’t have a spinning magnetic platter and moving
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head. After upgrading, you’ll be amazed at the performance
improvements and wondering why you waited so long.”...
How-To Geek, Mar. 8, 2011; Aug. 18

Microsoft Virtual Academy
Melanie Pinola writes: “Microsoft Virtual
Academy offers hundreds of free courses for
anyone interested in improving their computer
or IT skills. Many of the courses, as you might
expect, are geared towards Microsoft products:
developing Windows apps, migrating from
Windows Server, Office 365 training, and so
on. There are also some that are more universal, like learning
JavaScript and C#.”...
Lifehacker, Aug. 13

How to create RSS feeds for Twitter
Amit Agarwal writes: “Twitter has dropped support for RSS Feeds but
there is a simple solution that you can use to generate feeds for your
various Twitter streams including Twitter search results, user
timelines, favorites, and even Twitter lists. Without RSS feeds, it is
difficult to use your Twitter data elsewhere. The trick is simple.”
Watch the video (3:21)....
Digital Inspiration, Aug. 15; YouTube, July 31, 2013
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Turn up the Volume
James LaRue writes: “Denver Public Library
has announced a new service called
Volume. The product is intriguing: 37
albums of DRM-free downloadable or
streamable music by Colorado artists. The
music is available to any DPL cardholder for
two years as a downloadable file; after that,
it will be archived by the library, and may be rebroadcast. This is the
starting collection; the library will put out the call for another 25
albums every quarter or so.”...
AL: E-Content, Aug. 19

Hugh Howey’s defense of Amazon
James LaRue writes: “Responding to four questions in Publishers
Weekly on August 13, mega-successful author Hugh Howey sticks up
for Amazon in its ongoing dispute with Hachette. It’s clear that the
publishing world is changing. And Howey, whose books are available
on Amazon, is probably better versed than most in how things work
from several sides. He has taken this moment to do what he says
many writers, bound to their legacy publishers and fearful of reprisal,
cannot: speak out about the concerns of authors.”...
AL: E-Content, Aug. 18; Publishers Weekly, Aug. 13

Barnes & Noble’s new Nook
Barnes & Noble has unveiled a new seven-
inch tablet called Samsung Galaxy Tab 4
Nook. This is the first time the bookseller
has outsourced the design to another
company and instead focused on user
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experience. Unlike prior Nook tablets, this
one has two cameras, which will ensure that apps like Vine and
Snapchat will be relevant. It also has access to Google Play, which
means that hundreds of thousands of apps are available to
download....
Good eReader, Aug. 20

Amazon and Purdue team up on textbooks
Amazon has teamed up with Purdue University in Indiana to sell
discounted textbooks to college students. The Purdue Student Store
on Amazon will offer textbooks for up to 30% off. Students can use
the site to rent or buy new and used print textbooks, as well as to
purchase and rent digital textbooks from Kindle....
GalleyCat, Aug. 14; Purdue News, Aug. 13
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The Giver movie: A reader’s perspective
Hannah Gómez writes: “As a reader, I’m not sure if I
went to the movies because I wanted to watch The
Giver or because I wanted to hatewatch it. I did a
little of each. I’ll try to explain my reaction to the
film, while also leaving out enough information to
keep the movie surprising if you’d like to be surprised.
Be forewarned: This post either has spoilers or is
impossible to understand. I think your liking of this
film will depend on how passionate you are about the
book.”...
YALSA The Hub, Aug. 18

An experiment in extreme reading
Rachel Cooke writes: “Phyllis Rose’s book about her
extreme reading experiment in 2011, in which she
tackled the entire contents of one shelf in the New
York Society Library on the Upper East Side of
Manhattan, has won high praise. But are such
bibliomemoirs a sign of an increasingly superficial
literary culture or vital guides for a public swamped by
choice? In the world of the bibliomemoir, Rose’s book,
which explores mostly unknown and obscure novels,
stands very much alone.”...
The Observer (UK), Aug. 16

10 books about libraries and librarians
Simon McDonald writes: “In the words of Jamie Ford
in his novel The Songs of Willow Frost, libraries are
‘like a candy store where everything is free.’ These 10
books will remind you of why libraries are such special
places.” For example, Rebecca Makkai’s The Borrower:
Lucy Hull, a young children’s librarian in Hannibal,
Missouri, finds herself both a kidnapper and kidnapped
when her favorite patron, 10-year-old Ian Drake, runs
away from home....
The Reading Room, Aug. 18

Social media in YA literature
Molly Wetta writes: “Teens today are coming of age in
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an environment saturated with social media, so it’s no
surprise to find it featured prominently in the plots of
many young adult novels. When I started noticing this
trend that explores the impact social media has on
the lives of teens, I decided to compile a list
showcasing the various ways that teens’ use of
Facebook, Twitter, blogging, and other social media
are depicted in YA literature.”...
YALSA The Hub, Aug. 20

YA books featuring transgender
characters
Alegria Barclay writes: “In May, Time magazine made
history by putting Laverne Cox on its cover, declaring
that America is in the midst of a ‘Transgender Tipping
Point.’ This increase in visibility extends to young
adult literature. Indeed, YA has been ahead of the
curve. Luna, the first YA book to feature a transgender
protagonist, was published over a decade ago to wide
critical acclaim. Here are some recently published and
soon-to-be-published books that feature transgender characters.”...
YALSA The Hub, Aug. 19

The first audiobooks
Matt Novak writes: “Long before they were
used for music, long playing records (LPs)
were used almost exclusively for audiobooks.
These audiobooks were distributed to blind
Americans in the 1930s and 1940s. In fact, it
was effectively illegal for sighted persons to
listen to LP audiobooks from 1934 until 1948,
due to licensing agreements with publishers and authors’ unions. The
LP’s sound quality was so bad back then that music sounded terrible
on it. What it could handle just fine was the spoken word.”...
Gizmodo, Aug. 13
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Tips & Ideas

Back to school
Clair Segal writes: “It’s almost that time again.
Time for all of us school librarians and teachers to
pack away the short-shorts, scrape off the beach
sand, and start going to bed at a reasonable hour
once more. Are you ready? Is your bag packed
and stocked with notebooks, clean writing pens,
and fresh, sharp crayons wrapped in perfect
paper? Here are a few back-to-school necessities that won’t break
your budget (or your brain), while still being fabulous.” Here is
another list of resources....
YALSAblog, Aug. 19; A Media Specialist’s Guide to the Internet, Aug. 15

Services and programs for children with disabilities
Bethany Lafferty writes: “I have found many great resources to help
youth librarians educate themselves on getting started with programs
and services for people with special needs. One common concern is
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having relevant knowledge and understanding to work with children
with disabilities. Here are several online resources that can help you
prepare for creating an inclusive environment for children of all
abilities.”...
ALSC Blog, Aug. 20

20 map creation tools for students
Richard Byrne writes: “A couple of years ago I published a list of 21
online map creation tools. Since then some of those tools have gone
offline and new tools have replaced them. Here’s my updated list of
online map creation tools for students and teachers.”...
Free Technology for Teachers, Aug. 17

Changes to the Twitter timeline
Christina Warren writes: “Twitter just took another step to become
more like Facebook. Several days ago, we noticed that Twitter rolled
out an experiment to some users that began showing actions—like
favorited tweets—on the main Twitter timeline. Earlier this month, it
experimented with showing tweets from accounts users didn’t follow.
Now, Twitter has updated some key language on its help page that
indicates this is a permanent change.”...
Mashable, Aug. 5, 17, 20

10 libraries to visit with
Google Street View
Piotr Kowalczyk writes: “You can visit the
library that is thousands miles away,
without leaving your chair. Just open
Google Street View, which is being used
not only outside but also inside buildings.
Several institutions and businesses can use the advanced tool called
Google Interior Tours. Bookstores and libraries are most suitable for
that. We’ve picked 10 libraries for your convenience. Click in the
upper right corner to switch to full-screen view.”...
Ebook Friendly, Feb. 15, 2013; Aug. 14

The secret libraries of London
Kevin Lo writes: “Libraries are often public
spaces with a rather private focus, each
visitor engrossed in quiet contemplation or
simply curled up with a good book.
However, the beauty of London is found in
its nooks and crannies, so let’s take a look
at eight libraries that are tucked a little
further off the beaten track, such as the St. Bride Library, which
specializes in printing and graphic arts.”...
Atlas Obscura, Aug. 18

Wardrobe preparation for the job interview
Dan Trout writes: “Dress for the position that you want, not for the
position that you have. I’ve worn a suit and tie to every interview
that I’ve attended. You can always gauge the atmosphere and culture
of an organization during the interview and after you are hired, but
you’ll never get a second chance to make a first impression. If you
are overdressed and it makes you uncomfortable, it is very easy to
take off your tie and your jacket to dress down to business casual.”...
INALJ, Aug. 19

Medieval lapidaries
Julie Somers writes: “The medieval lapidary

http://www.freetech4teachers.com/2014/08/20-good-map-creation-tools-for-students.html
http://www.freetech4teachers.com/2014/08/20-good-map-creation-tools-for-students.html
http://mashable.com/2014/08/20/twitter-timeline-changes-confirmed/
http://mashable.com/2014/08/20/twitter-timeline-changes-confirmed/
http://mashable.com/2014/08/17/twitters-favorites-experiment/
http://mashable.com/2014/08/17/twitters-favorites-experiment/
http://mashable.com/2014/08/05/twitter-feed-friends-follow/
http://ebookfriendly.com/10-libraries-to-visit-with-google-street-view/
http://ebookfriendly.com/10-libraries-to-visit-with-google-street-view/
http://ebookfriendly.com/10-libraries-to-visit-with-google-street-view/
http://ebookfriendly.com/2013/02/15/bookstores-and-libraries-in-google-street-view-a-huge-potential/
http://www.atlasobscura.com/articles/secret-libraries-of-london/
http://www.stbride.org/
http://inalj.com/?p=79572
http://inalj.com/?p=79572
http://medievalfragments.wordpress.com/2014/08/15/lapidaries-rock-medieval-books-on-gems-stones-and-minerals/
http://medievalfragments.wordpress.com/2014/08/15/lapidaries-rock-medieval-books-on-gems-stones-and-minerals/
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is essentially a book about stones, both
precious and semiprecious gems and
minerals, as well as mythical stones that
may never have existed. Closely linked to
the bestiary, which has been discussed in
previous blog posts, the medieval lapidary
tradition can be traced back to antiquity with the text on Natural
History by Roman historian Pliny the Elder (ca. 23–79 CE).”...
Medieval Fragments, Aug. 16, 2013; Jan. 21, Aug. 15

15 incredibly specific special
collections
Virginia C. McGuire writes: “Special collections
libraries are a strange and wonderful world,
full of odd collections and even odder
researchers. We chose a handful of our
favorites. For example, the Ray and Pat
Browne Library for Popular Culture Studies at
Bowling Green (Ohio) State University is something of a legend. Its
collections include over 10,000 comic books and graphic novels, an
array of materials related to the Miss America pageant, a Pokemon
collection, Star Trek memorabilia, and many vintage paperbacks.”...
Mental Floss, Aug. 15

Searching for Harry Potter pix
For a book tentatively titled Part of Our Lives: A People’s History of
the American Public Library that Oxford University Press will be
publishing in late 2015, Wayne Wiegand, F. William Summers
professor of library and information studies emeritus at Florida State
University, is looking for public library photos of Harry Potter activities
2000–2010. If you have any, contact him by email....

Go back to the Top

American Libraries Magazine, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago, IL 60611
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ALA News

Free advocacy resources
ALA is offering free materials to help libraries improve their
community engagement and facilitation techniques. The materials—
conversation guides, questionnaires, worksheets, and webinars—are
designed to help libraries strengthen their roles as core community
leaders and work with residents to bring positive change to their
communities. Copy and share them, free of charge, on the
Transforming Communities website....
Public Programs Office, Aug. 25

Free tools for Library Card Sign-
up Month
Celebrate Library Card Sign-up Month
(September) with new downloadable tools
and public service announcements designed
to promote the benefits of a library card to
the public. Tools include a sample press
release, op-ed, proclamation, PSA scripts, and radio-quality PSAs.
Legendary comic creator Stan Lee (above) is serving as the honorary
chair of Library Card Sign-up Month....
Campaign for America’s Libraries, Aug. 26

How to conference like a champ
Amanda Yother writes: “Thanks to the kind people at ALSC and
Penguin Young Readers, I was able to travel to my first ALA Annual
Conference this summer. Tennessee-to-Nevada travel would generally
not be in my public library’s budget, so I was thrilled to receive a
stipend that helped with the cost of attendance. (Thanks again,
Penguin!) Here are my top Annual Conference tips from a newbie.”...
ALSC Blog, Aug. 26

The Knapp School Libraries
Project
Cara Bertram writes: “In 1962, the Knapp

 

2014 Annual
Conference and
Exhibition, Las Vegas,
June 26–July 1. Look back
at the 2014 ALA Annual
Conference, enjoyed by
18,626 attendees and
exhibitors. Enjoy
American Libraries
coverage. Get the
Cognotes highlights.
Looking for handouts?
See you in 2015! Bundle
registration opens on
September 9.

http://www.alastore.ala.org/SearchResult.aspx?KeyWords=Neal-Schuman
http://www.recordedbooks.com/atomictraining
http://americanlibrariesbuyersguide.com/
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Foundation provided a $1,130,000 grant to
AASL intended to raise the standards of
school libraries. At that time, school
libraries in the United States were notably
substandard. While federal funds helped to
fund school libraries in 1958, AASL realized that school libraries
needed more than money to fix their problems. Improvements were
needed in collection development, updates in technology, more staff,
and renovations in facilities. The five-year project started in 1963.”...
ALA Archives blog, Aug. 25

Go back to the Top

Featured review: General fiction
Mehlman, Peter. It Won’t Always Be This Great.
Sept. 2014. 383p. Bancroft, hardcover (978-1-
61088-135-7).
After a sequence of events leaves him walking
home after work, a Long Island podiatrist
stumbles over an object on the ground and
hurts his ankle. In a moment of anger, he
hurls the object, a small jar of horseradish,
through the window of a clothing store. So
begins our narrator’s quirky odyssey into the depths of his own
psyche. This very entertaining novel (it should be entertaining:
it’s written by a longtime Seinfeld writer) is a shining example
of nonsequential storytelling; the narrator is relating the
events of the incident and its aftermath to a friend, but
chronologically he’s all over the map....

Now that’s funny!
Bill Ott writes: “On July 17, our fellow
hardworking book-review editors at Publishers
Weekly posted a piece in which they picked the
funniest books they’ve ever read. I’m an
unabashed fan of PW’s lists, and this one
definitely caught my eye. But I know that my
funny bone—and perhaps those of many of my
fellow Booklist editors—gets to twanging at

Libraries 
on Film

Slightly Dangerous
(1943). Lana Turner
as Hotchkiss Falls soda
jerk Peggy Evans runs
away to New York in
search of a more
glamorous identity.
She searches the
public library’s
newspaper holdings for
long-lost heiresses to
impersonate and reads
a story about Carol
Burden, a little girl
who was kidnapped 17
years earlier and never
found.

The Slipper and the
Rose: The Story of
Cinderella (1976,
UK). An ensemble of
characters that
includes Michael
Hordern as the King,
Kenneth More as the
Chamberlain, Peter

http://ischool.uwm.edu/
http://www.booklistonline.com/It-Won-t-Always-Be-This-Great-Mehlman-Peter/pid=6928834
http://www.booklistonline.com/The-Back-Page-Now-That-s-Funny-Ott-Bill/pid=7035613
http://www.booklistonline.com/The-Back-Page-Now-That-s-Funny-Ott-Bill/pid=7035613
http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/tip-sheet/article/63337-funniest-books-pw-staff-picks.html
http://www.publishersweekly.com/pw/by-topic/industry-news/tip-sheet/article/63337-funniest-books-pw-staff-picks.html
http://www.americanlibrarieslive.org/
http://reel-librarians.com/2013/01/29/slightly-dangerous-and-snappy/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0036365/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22XcT6KCrjs
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0075232/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0075232/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0075232/
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material of a decidedly lower nature, the sort
of thing that might jiggle the bellies of Shakespeare’s ‘rude
mechanicals.’ So I decided to put my theory to the test by
asking my colleagues to select their ‘funniest books.’”...

@ Visit Booklist Online for other reviews and much more....

Go back to the Top

Division News

Putting the user first
ACRL has published Putting the User First: 30
Strategies for Transforming Library Services by
Courtney Greene McDonald, which provides 30
hands-on strategies, activities, and practical
suggestions to enable the transformation of libraries
and library services to a more responsive, effective,
and user-centered model. These practical strategies
are coded for cost, technology, physical space, personal practice, and
organizational culture to easily identify areas of impact....
ACRL, Aug. 26

PLA Leadership Academy in
Charleston
PLA is now accepting applications for the PLA
Leadership Academy: Navigating Change,
Building Community, March 23–27, 2015, in Charleston, South
Carolina. This special event will offer intensive, empowering
leadership education for public librarians who want to increase their
capacity to lead not only within the library, but also in the
community. The application deadline is September 30....
PLA, Aug. 26

Alex Haley Museum gets Literary
Landmark
United for Libraries, in partnership with the
Tennessee Historical Commission and the staff
and board of the Alex Haley Museum and
Interpretive Center in Henning, Tennessee,
designated the museum a Literary Landmark during a celebration on
August 9. More than 150 people joined the museum staff at the
ceremony, held on what would have been the 93rd birthday of Roots
author Alex Haley (1921–1992)....
United for Libraries, Aug. 25

United for Libraries welcomes Texas groups
Hundreds of Friends of the library groups, foundations, and boards of
trustees in Texas are now group members of United for Libraries,
thanks to a statewide membership purchase by the Texas State
Library and Archives Commission. Texas joins Nebraska, Kansas, and
North Dakota in purchasing memberships for the libraries in their
states....
United for Libraries, Aug. 25

Go back to the Top

Graves as the General,
and Tim Barrett as the
Minister sing
“Protocoligorically
Correct” in the castle
library. They solve a
matter of seating
protocol by consulting
a book on forms and
addresses for royal
occasions.

Slipstream (1989,
UK). In a post-
apocalyptic world, a
well-stocked library is
kept in a vast,
underground city.

Sliver (1993). Sharon
Stone as Carly Norris
goes to the New York
Public Library to look
up newspaper articles
on microfiche
concerning strange
accidents in her
apartment building.

This AL Direct feature
describes hundreds of films
(and some TV shows) in
which libraries and librarians
are featured, from 1912 to
the present. The full list is a
Web Extra associated with
The Whole Library
Handbook 5, edited by
George M. Eberhart and
published by ALA Editions.
You can browse the films on
our Libraries on Film
Pinterest board.

Calendar

Sept. 18–20:
Digital Scholarship
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http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0098350/
http://outnow.ch/Movies/1993/Sliver/Bilder/052
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0108162/
http://www.alaeditions.org/files/libfilmslinks.pdf
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Awards & Grants

Nominations still open for I Love My
Librarian Award
Nominations are open through September 12 for
the Carnegie Corporation of New York/New York
Times I Love My Librarian Award. The award
encourages users of public, school, or academic
libraries to submit nominations about how their
librarian makes a difference on campus or in the
community. Up to 10 librarians will be selected. Each librarian will
receive a $5,000 cash award, a plaque, and a travel stipend to attend
the awards ceremony and reception in New York City....
I Love Libraries

Teen librarian wins YALSA Symposium stipend
Rebecca Ruberg, a teen librarian at the Burlington (Iowa) Public
Library, won the 2014 Young Adult Literature Symposium worker
stipend from YALSA. The stipend provides Ruberg with up to $1,000
to attend the 2014 symposium, to be held November 14–16 at the
Hyatt Regency Austin in Austin, Texas....
YALSA, Aug. 22

Apply for a Penguin Young Readers Group Award
ALSC is accepting online applications for its 2015 Penguin Young
Readers Group Awards. Made possible by an annual gift from Penguin
Young Readers Group, the award provides a $600 stipend for up to
four children’s librarians to attend their first ALA Annual Conference in
San Francisco. The deadline for submissions is October 1....
ALSC, Aug. 26

2014 James Tait Black Prizes
A novel inspired by the daily toil of a shepherdess and
the biography of a Booker prize-winning author have
won the UK’s oldest literary awards. Novelist Jim Crace
(Harvest) and biographer Hermione Lee (Penelope
Fitzgerald: A Life) have been awarded the James Tait
Black Prizes. The prizes are worth £10,000 ($16,580
US) and have been awarded annually by the University
of Edinburgh since 1919....
BBC News, Aug. 23

2014 American Poets Prizes
The Academy of American Poets has announced the
winners of its 2014 American Poets Prizes. Robert
Hass has received the $100,000 Wallace Stevens
Award for outstanding mastery in the art of poetry.
Rigoberto González’s book Unpeopled Eden (Four Way
Books, 2013) has won the $25,000 Lenore Marshall
Poetry Prize for the most outstanding book of poetry
published in the United States in the previous year....
Academy of American Poets, Aug. 26

Go back to the Top

Cooperative, Digital
Frontiers 2014
Conference, Texas
Woman’s University,
Denton.

Oct. 1–3:
Idaho Library
Association, Annual
Conference, Red Lion
Hotel, Lewiston.
“Riding the River of
Change.”

Oct. 6–7:
University of
Wisconsin-Madison,
School of Library and
Information Studies,
Back In Circulation
Again 2014 conference,
The Pyle Center.

Oct. 8–11:
Association of
Moving Image
Archivists, Annual
Conference, Savannah,
Georgia.

Oct. 10–12:
Southern Festival of
Books, War Memorial
Plaza, Nashville,
Tennessee.

Oct. 11–12:
Seattle Antiquarian
Book Fair, Seattle
Center Exhibition Hall.

Oct. 14:
Library Association
of Singapore, Annual
Conference, The Matrix
Auditorium. “Libraries
for Tomorrow.”

Oct. 21–22:
National Colloquium
on Library Special
Collections, Kelvin
Smith Library, Case
Western Reserve
University, Cleveland,
Ohio. “Acknowledging
the Past, Forging the
Future.”
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Libraries in the News

Earthquake knocks books off
Napa library shelves
Early on August 24, the Northern
California city of Napa was hit by a 6.0
earthquake, the largest in the region
since 1989’s destructive Loma Prieta
quake. The temblor caused books to be
knocked off the shelves at all four
branches of the Napa County Library, which reopened after cleanup
on August 27 (except for the Calistoga branch). Library Director Danis
Kreimeier (right) said there was no structural damage to the main
library, but the district attorney’s staff is setting up in the library’s
meeting room, as their office was completely trashed, including water
damage to files and records....
Los Angeles Times: Jacket Copy, Aug. 25; ALA Think Tank, Aug. 26; Napa County Library

Pastor wants vampire books removed
A minister is leading a petition to have certain books
removed from the shelves of the teen section at
Austin Memorial Library in Cleveland, Texas. The
books include Stephanie Meyer’s Twilight series, the
House of Night series by P. C. Cast and Kristin Cast,
and other YA books that have a theme of vampires in
relationships with young teens. Phillip Missick, pastor
of King of Saints Tabernacle, is concerned that these
books do not build a teen’s character in a positive
way....
Cleveland (Tex.) Advocate, Aug. 21

LC acquires unique Civil War
image
Michael E. Ruane writes: “This striking 150-
year old tintype (right), one of the most
enigmatic images from the Civil War, was
just donated to the Library of Congress by a
collector who bought it to give to the library.
It can be found in the Liljenquist Family
Collection of Civil War Photos. The 1861
photograph shows Sgt. Andrew Martin Chandler of the 44th
Mississippi Regiment and his ‘servant,’ Silas Chandler, who was one of
36 slaves owned by the soldier’s mother. The photograph presents
modern Americans with an enduring image of the role of race in the
US.”...
Washington Post, Aug. 24

Panel approves California State Librarian
choice
The son of a former California Supreme Court justice
won approval August 20 from a state senate panel as
the new California State Librarian after initial concerns
that he had never worked in the field and had no

Dec. 12–14:
Society of Digital
Information and
Wireless
Communications,
International
Conference in
Information Security
and Digital Forensics,
Thessaloniki, Greece.

Jan. 21–24:
Special Libraries
Association, SLA
Leadership Summit,
Baltimore.

Feb. 19–20:
The Collective,
Conference, Knoxville,
Tennessee. “Libraries
As Curators and
Creators.”

Mar. 24–27:
University of
California, Irvine:
The Donald Bren
School of
Information and
Computer Sciences,
iConference, Newport
Beach Marriott Hotel
and Spa, Newport
Beach, California.

@ More...

Contact Us
American Libraries
Direct

AL Direct is a free electronic
newsletter emailed every
Wednesday to personal
members of the American
Library Association.
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formal training as a librarian when he was nominated.
Gov. Jerry Brown had named Greg Lucas (right) of
Sacramento to the $143,000-a-year post in March.
Lucas said he began studying for an online MLS degree from San Jose
State University in August....
Associated Press, Aug. 20

Oldest US public library in danger
of closing
The oldest continuously operating free library
in the United States is faced with another cash
crunch, which could cause the facility to close
its doors for good before the end of the year.
The Darby (Pa.) Free Library (right) has been
around for 271 years, but officials say they
may have to radically change their operations if they can’t find money
for their everyday expenses and some capital improvements....
KYW-TV, Philadelphia, Aug. 27

Montgomery library staff take
the ALS challenge
At the end of 12-month training with
Auburn Montgomery’s Alabama Training
Institute on becoming a next-generation
library, employees of the Montgomery
(Ala.) City County Public Library
celebrated on August 21 by taking part in the ALS Ice Bucket
Challenge at the Morgan Branch Library downtown. The group has
challenged all other library systems in the state. Watch the video
(0:16). Other library folk getting under the ice bucket include Noyes
Children’s Library in Kensington, Maryland; Boone Area Library in
Birdsboro, Pennsylvania; Dean B. Ellis Library at Arkansas State
University; Niles (Ill.) Public Library; and EBSCO....
Huntsville (Ala.) Times, Aug. 21; Bethesda (Md.) Magazine, Aug. 25; Southern Berks (Pa.)
News, Aug. 23; YouTube, Aug. 21, 24; Vimeo, Aug. 22

Brooklyn launches personal recommendation
service
The Brooklyn (N.Y.) Public Library quietly launched a service in August
to provide readers with personalized recommendations. Readers need
only fill out an online form with a few of their favorite genres,
authors, and books. The forms are then fielded by a team of 35
librarians, who scour their databases and memories for suggestions.
This is personal attention at its finest: There’s no reliance on
algorithms or any other now-ubiquitous computerized shortcuts....
New York Daily News, Aug. 25

The loss of public libraries in the UK
The remorseless destruction of our national public library system
continues. Librarians are sacked, books sold or thrown away, and
buildings closed. Unison estimates that nearly 500 of the country’s
3,100 libraries are being cut. No one expects things to get better, or
even to stop getting worse. But it did not need to happen like this.
The collapse marks a failure of will and imagination, not an
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inevitability....
The Guardian (UK), Aug. 25; Liverpool (UK) Echo, Aug. 15

Doris Lessing donates books to
Zimbabwe library
In 2007, British novelist Doris Lessing (right)
became the oldest recipient of the Nobel Prize
for Literature. During her acceptance speech,
she reminisced about a visit in the early 1980s
to a school in Zimbabwe, a country where she
lived for a quarter of a century and which she
explored in vivid prose. Now more than 3,000 books from Lessing’s
personal collection (biographies, histories, reference books, poetry,
and fiction) are to be donated to the Harare City Library in the
capital. Lessing died in November 2013....
The Guardian (UK), Aug. 26; New Zimbabwe, Aug. 23
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Issues

Streaming media and the future of libraries
Steve Kolowich writes: “Content licensing is a great source of anxiety
for librarians in the digital era. Old-fashioned media—books, tapes,
CDs—are governed by the first-sale doctrine, a legal provision that
allows a buyer to do whatever she wants with a copy. The licensing of
digital media, however, gives publishers far more power. Instead of
selling an item outright, they can sell permission to access its
contents for a fixed amount of time. The licensing model stands to
become the norm as physical media get phased out.”...
The Chronicle of Higher Education: Wired Campus, Aug. 22

Contracts and copyright
Nancy Sims writes: “This post is spurred by a number of
conversations I’ve had recently with close friends and more distant
acquaintances about use or publication of archival materials and
materials from subscription databases. Rick Anderson’s thoughtful
essay, Asserting Rights We Don’t Have, was also a contributing factor
to this post. As far as I can tell, Rick’s post is 100% correct in the
statements he makes about law. But it may be worth putting some of
those points into very concrete form.”...
Copyright Librarian, Aug. 25; Peer to Peer Review, Aug. 21

The academic book of the future
The UK Arts and Humanities Research Council and the British Library
are launching a two-year research project that will explore the future
of academic books in the context of open access publishing and
continuing digital change. A multidisciplinary team will engage with
the publishing and academic communities to better understand the
current landscape of academic publishing. The project will have a
significant impact on the research, library, and publishing
communities and generate new evidence and dialogue that will inform
policy in scholarly communications....
British Library, Aug. 18
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Three things you can do with Google
Classroom
Nikolaos Chatzopoulos writes: “Google’s advance in
the education field has brought to schools around
the globe affordable devices and effortless access
to educational content. Google’s latest solution for
learning is called Google Classroom, which will be available at the
beginning of the school year to all schools that have adopted Google
Apps for Education. I am impressed with its ability to seamlessly
integrate Google Docs, Sheets, Drive, and Gmail to provide a
wonderful and highly productive user experience.” Some other
Classroom first impressions are here....
Edudemic, July 23, Aug. 24; The Chronicle of Higher Education: ProfHacker, Aug. 26

Librarianship unplugged
Amanda Hope Davis writes: “A few months
ago at work, at approximately 10:30 a.m., the
internet went down and service was not
restored until about 4 o’clock that afternoon. I
work at a public library where many of the
patrons are there specifically for using the
internet, which is also my main source of ready reference answers.
Here is a small sampling of the ways in which librarians and
information professionals can tap into library offerings that don’t
involve computers or Wi-Fi.”...
Hack Library School, Aug. 26

Bootstrap responsibly
Michael Schofield writes: “Library websites that aren’t responsive feel
dated. More importantly, they are missing an opportunity to reach a
bevy of mobile-only users that in 2012 already made up more than a
quarter of all web traffic. Library redesigns are often quickly pulled
together in a rush to meet the growing demand from stakeholders,
pressure from the library community, and users. The sprint makes the
allure of frameworks like Bootstrap that much more appealing, but
Bootstrapped library websites often suffer the cruelest of responsive
ironies: They aren’t mobile friendly at all.”...
ACRL TechConnect Blog, Aug. 27; TECHi, July 13, 2012

Storage gets cheaper
Christina Warren writes: “The cloud wars just got even more serious.
On August 27, Dropbox announced big changes to its Dropbox Pro
offering, including more storage space and better sharing options. The
company’s new pricing matches similar moves by Google and
Microsoft and makes Dropbox Pro one of the cheapest ways to get a
terabyte of storage, though still more expensive than Microsoft
OneDrive for Business.”...
Mashable, Aug. 27

The best tune-up utilities
Jeffrey L. Wilson writes: “A tune-up utility, at its
most basic, is an application designed to
defragment your PC’s hard drive, fix the incredibly
problematic Windows registry, and delete useless
and duplicate files. Some tune-up utilities do only
those things, while others go above and beyond the
call of duty to improve your PC in interesting ways.
This tune-up utility collection doesn’t include every single system-
enhancing tool on the market—just the best.”...
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PC Magazine, Aug. 18
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E-Content

EBSCO eBooks incorporate
Choice outstanding titles 
An agreement between Choice magazine, an ACRL publication, and
EBSCO Information Services will highlight the EBSCO eBooks that
have been named Choice Outstanding Academic Titles. This
agreement will allow librarians to easily identify and acquire the titles
that have been designated as excellent in presentation and
scholarship, bringing exceptional support to the research of their
students and faculty and increasing the value of their overall library
collection....
EBSCO, Aug. 26

Study: Readers recall less from ebooks than in print
A forthcoming study by researchers in France and Norway has found
that readers using a Kindle are significantly worse than paperback
readers at recalling when plot developments occurred in a mystery
story. The study gave 50 readers the same short story by Elizabeth
George to read. Half read the 28-page story on a Kindle, and half in a
paperback. Readers were then tested on aspects of the story
including objects, characters, and settings....
The Guardian (UK), Aug. 19; New York Times, Aug. 13

New Kobo e-reader is waterproof
Darrell Etherington writes: “Kobo has a new e-
reader out that offers waterproofing as a standard
factory feature and a high-res, 265-dpi, 6.8-inch e-
ink display. The Kobo Aura H2O basically takes the
already impressive Aura HD, makes the design
thinner and lighter, and adds IP67 environmental
resistance, which is a tough package to beat.”...
TechCrunch, Aug. 27

NCSU Libraries offer grants for alternative
textbooks
The North Carolina State University Libraries are inviting faculty to
apply for grants to adopt, adapt, or create free or low-cost open
alternatives to today’s expensive textbooks. Ranging between $500
and $2,000, the competitive Alt-Textbook grants will be awarded to
help faculty pursue innovative uses of technology and information
resources that can replace expensive traditional textbooks. Larger
grants may be available for especially high-impact projects....
NCSU Libraries News, Aug. 21

Book jackets in the digital world
Peter Mendelsund writes: “As we spend more of our
reading time in digital, disembodied, notional
environments where texts lack differentiation and may
easily leach into one another unconstrained, covers
(and physical books in general) remain part of an
anxious cultural effort to corral and contain the
boundless. The cover is a skin, here, in the sense that
it provides a book with a unique face, and in so doing,
it helps establish a text’s unique identity.”...
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Slate: The Eye, Aug. 7
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Books & Reading

What would they read? That ’70s Show
Brandi Smits writes: “It’s time once again to consider
what books our favorite TV characters would read.
While reading isn’t boring, it’s not that exciting to
watch. This month I decided to bring the past to the
present. Our six beloved teens from the 1970s
probably read the classics like The Hardy Boys and
books by Judy Blume. It definitely makes me wonder
what books the gang from That ’70s Show would read
if they were teens today.”...
YALSA The Hub, Aug. 25

50 recommended essays
Emily Temple writes: “Humans are striving creatures,
and also empathic ones, so most of us are always
looking for an opportunity to improve ourselves, even
in tiny, literary ways. If you’re looking for a more
direct shot to the heart than a novel, try an essay.
Here are 50 essays more or less guaranteed to make
you a better person—or at least a better-read one—
some recommended by notables of the literary and
literary nonfiction world, others by yours truly.”...
Flavorwire, Aug. 25

3D storybooks for visually
impaired children
Researchers at the University of Colorado
Boulder have designed a series of children’s
books for the visually impaired. U-Boulder’s
Tactile Picture Books Project uses 3D printing
technology to turn classic children’s books,
including Margaret Wise Brown’s Goodnight Moon and Harold and
Crockett Johnson’s Harold and the Purple Crayon, into books with
three-dimensional tactile experiences....
GalleyCat, Aug. 25; Be Boulder, June 23

100 odd titles of real 18th-
century books 
Graduate student Lawrence Evalyn has
put together an intriguing list of oddly
titled 18th-century books. Titles range
from The Adventures of an Irish Smock,
Interspersed with Whimsical Anecdotes of
a Nankeen Pair of Breeches, to “I Can’t
Afford It” and Other Tales, and Who Is the Bridegroom? or, Nuptial
Discoveries....
The Toast, Aug. 6

Classic first lines in emoji
Slate has translated 12 famous first lines from
novels into emoji characters. Can you name
them?...
Slate, Aug. 27
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Tips & Ideas

NN/LM Library Disaster Readiness Test
The National Network of Libraries of Medicine offers a Library Disaster
Readiness Test. On a sheet of paper, give yourself a tick mark for
each time you answer yes to one the 15 elements of a library at a
state of disaster readiness. Add up your score. Most libraries will
score between 0 and 5. The NN/LM Emergency Preparedness and
Response Initiative provides tools and training to create a disaster-
ready culture in libraries so that scores will be above 10....
NN/LM Emergency Preparedness and Response Initiative, Aug. 5

Outside the Lines Week
Outside the Lines, a celebration scheduled to take
place September 14–20, is designed to help people
understand how libraries have changed into dynamic
centers for engagement. Participating organizations
will connect with their communities through creative,
unexpected activities meant to demonstrate how
libraries are more relevant than ever before. More than 125
organizations from across the US and Canada have signed up to
participate....
Programming Librarian, Aug. 26

Six alternative web browsers
Victor Clarke writes: “Most alternative browsers
are remade versions of Google Chrome, Mozilla
Firefox, or Microsoft Internet Explorer, all of
which are highly customizable. But some alternative browsers can
provide additional functionality for people who don’t want to bother
with installing add-ons. Here are some that might be worth your
attention, based on what you need from this kind of software. You
won’t have to abandon your primary browser and completely switch
to an alternative.”...
GigaOM, Aug. 24

Lunch at the library
Renee Grassi writes: “There are many ways for us
to serve the underserved in our library
communities. Whether we provide outreach in local
preschools or daycares, visit incarcerated youth, or
serve children with disabilities, outreach is a crucial
part of inclusive library service. This summer, the
Glen Ellyn (Ill.) Public Library served—quite literally
—children with a different type of need. Here’s a brief look at some
statistics and information about hunger in our communities.”...
ALSC Blog, Aug. 26; Feeding America

Twitter feeds for job seekers
Kiersten Bryant writes: “Need career or job hunting advice? Looking
for a new job? Make social media work for you and use Twitter.
Twitter is a great resource for finding out about job openings when
they first become available, and sometimes they are posted on Twitter
before they are listed anywhere else. Here are some Twitter feeds to
follow.”...
INALJ, Aug. 26
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So you want to be a corporate
librarian?
Leslie Howerton-Hicks writes: “Like most
corporate librarians I didn’t go to library
school to become a soulless corporate
drone (joking). My background is in
archaeology and museum studies, and I
have always been interested in the more
specialized side of librarianship. I will warn you that not all corporate
gigs are as good as mine. But they are out there! Many companies
have librarian or archivist positions. You just have to look for them.
Intel, Ralph Lauren, Fossil, Microsoft, Apple, all have librarian
positions.”...
Letters to a Young Librarian, Aug. 21

Download free résumé templates
Mihir Patkar writes: “A good résumé can land you that job interview,
so you want to stand out. If formatting a résumé isn’t your thing,
Hloom has 275 free Microsoft Word templates to download. The
templates are spread across different categories, thus catering to
different job types. All the templates are a standard A4 page or US
letter size, and made in Microsoft Office 2010 with the office suite’s
default fonts.”...
Lifehacker, Aug. 21

Bugs in books
Sarah J. Biggs writes: “Even the most
cursory glance over the pages of medieval
manuscripts will reveal a plethora of insects.
Bugs are everywhere; although we hasten to
add that we are extremely vigilant about
avoiding the presence of any actual living insects within the pages of
our books. But there has been little comprehensive scholarship about
the appearance of such creatures in medieval manuscripts. Insects
usually live literally in the margins, often not even appearing in
catalog entries despite their profusion.”...
British Library: Medieval Manuscripts Blog, Aug. 26

Seven things librarians are tired
of hearing
Ellyssa Kroski writes: “We’ve all heard
them. Probably more than once or twice.
These are the reactions and responses
librarians receive when they introduce
themselves to those who aren’t in the field.
It’s amazing the ways people respond when I tell them I’m a librarian.
I assure them, however, that we are somehow soldiering on in the
library field, along with all of the doctors who are still attempting to
stay relevant in spite of WebMD.”...
iLibrarian, Aug. 25
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